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LOCAL AFFAIRS

SET YOUR EARNINGS TO EARNING:

WKW AOVrKTlKKMKNrM TM18 WKIK.
Statement—The /Etna Indemnity Co.
Admr notice—Eat Wm 8 Newman.
—Eat Philip Moore.
—Eat Sarah Stubba.
-Elieha O Hatch.
Pin—Lost.
Everard H Greely—Notice of forecloanre.
Wm Finney—Notice of foreoloanre.
Probate court—Eat Harriet V Ogden.
44
—Eat Gardiner Sherman.
Eat
Cadwalader
Evans

Money deposited with the HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS HANK, Ellsworth, Maine, is perpetually on the
increase; piles up earnings on earnings; keeps growing
whether you watch it or not.
Money goes on interest four times a year.
Next

**

—

Ogden.

semi-annual dividend at the rate of

regular

Emma G Wiswe’l, J T Giles, Eugene Hale,
E H Greel v—Notice of forecloanre.
Andrew M Moor—Electrical work and wir-

ing.

Fred P

hatching.
J A
E F

4

Mai* Street,

Ellsworth,

INSURANCE.
All Kind*. Klre. I.IIn. Arclrlenl
Marine. Inability. rrteam-Boiler
Surety Honda.
AL-L.

f

Me.

INVESTMENTS.

Sell, Buy. Kent. Collect
First-clast Bonds and Stocks,
Kents, and look after gener- Mortgages negotiated, Money
loaned
on collateral.
ally.
STRICTLY

CONFIDENTIAL.

FIRE INSURANCE.
As

long
destroy,

fire will burn and flames

as

Tn another column may be (ound an inof foreign travel entitled “An Italian Outing’’. The author
is Hiss Elizabeth A. Silsby, who, with her
sister, Miss Alma, has travelled extensively is Europe. The Misses Silsby
Their
formerly lived in Ellsworth.
mother was a daughter of the late John
I). Richards.

teresting sketch

Ellsworth friends of Mr. and Mrs. Asa
Mitchell, of Spokane, Wash., both
formerly of Ellsworth, extend congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born
March 24. Mrs. Mitchell was Miss Helen
Oampbell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George R. Campbell. Mr. Mitchell has
valuable mining interests in Alaska, but
is at present with his family in Spokane.
A.

1907.

No. 15.
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STEADMAN CAPTI KKI)

BAR ASSOCIATION

Found In Hiding In

a Camp Near
Mllbrldgc.
William Steadman, who dag a hole
through the wall of the Haaaock county
Jail on the evening of March 9, and after
a murderous aeeanlt on ShetHf Mayo in
the jail stable, made good hit sseapa, waa
captured in a camp near Mil bridge yesterday morning.
The capture was nude by Deputy Sheriff
J. B. S wanton, of Mil bridge, who had been

informed that amoks was ssen at an unused camp in a swamp. With hts son he
went to the camp and found Steadman
hiding under the bed. He made no resistance.

Deputy Sheriff Carney went to Cherryfield last night, where Steadman was delivered to him, and brought to Ellsworth
on the late train last night.
He is now
back in the Hancock county Jail.
He is uncommunicative to-day. He said,
however, that after leaving the Jail, he
went to Ellsworth Falls, where he heard
some one call out “there goes the escaped
prisoner”. Realising that the chase after
him was hot, he struck into the woods,
where he wandered about for some time.
The first familiar landmark he saw was
the standpipe. He made his way back to
the railroad, aad followed it unt 1 he
reached the culvert over Church street,
when he took to the road and struck
across country toward Hancock.
From Hancock his movements have
already been traced until he reached the
vicinity of Milbridge, where he has since \

The case of Miss Flora E. Watts against
the city of Ellsworth for injuries received
by a fall on the sidewalk on upper Main
has been assigned for trial at the
! street,
The question
present term of court.
whether the point on the walk where the
accident occurred is within the Btreet
Mrs. Arthur L. Hopkins,ftof Brewer, is limits has been brought up, and it may be
the guest of Mrs. Barlow Hall.
neoesaary to have a survey made. The
walk is beyond the limits of the plank
The schooner Wesley Abbott is hound
walk, but is a gravel walk that has been
here with coal for Frank S. Lord.
generally used for maDy years.
Nokomis Rebekah lodge gave a sociable
Word has been received here of the
at Odd Fellows’ hall Monday evening.
been in hiding.
Miss Ruby J. Gurney left last Friday for death by drowning of Fred Palmer, of
The capture of Steadman is very timely,
East Boston. While reeling a sail in the
where
she
will
teach the primary
Corea,
as the grand jury is now sitting.
Deputy
achooner
Winchester, of Mt. Desert
school.
Sheriff Swanton will receive the reward of
Ferry, Capt. G. B. Joy, he was swept overMrs. F. S. Smith and daughter Geneva,
offered
for
his
$50
capture.
board off Cape Ann last Friday night.
of Gardiner, are guests of Mrs. Smith’s
Palmer will be remembered as the young
parents, S. L. Lord and wife.
COMING EVENTS.
man who several years ago was thrown
The ladies of the Unitarian society will from a
wagon on Pine street and Iractured
have a salad supper at the vestry Wed- his skull. He was taken to Mrs. S. A.
ELLSWORTH.
nesday evening, April 17.
Wednesday evening, April 10, at MethoMoore’s boarding house on Water street,
E. F. Robinson has installed
where he was cared for until sufficiently dist vestry—Fair and sale by Busy Bees.

I

BUSINESS

capes two weeks ago, baa been given command of the schooner Nellie Grant, succeeding Capt. Ed. Dodge, who is now in
the Julia Frances. Uapt. Smith arrrived
home last week. He will leave to-night
(or Boston to start the Grant, which has
been hauled up there (or the winter.

MAILS RBCSlVBD.
a m. 4.2*and 0.OS pm.
From East— Ii.ia a m, 12.0ft, «.ftft and 1C.5> p m.
RAIL CLOCKS AT roSTOrMCR.
Going Ea*i—6.45 a m, 4 ard ft.ftft v m
GoiN«. Went—10.4.1 and Ii.£0am, ft30and Vpin.
No aun*l»y mail.

Bldg..
|

AFTERNOON, APRIL 10,

From Wrst—5.16

Ellsworth. Me.

URAL ESTATE.

Haynes—Market.

AT

FT MASON,

First National Hank

W.

Ply month Bock eggs for

SCHEDULE ur MAILS
KLLSWORTH POflTomOE
in effect Dec. 9, JfHM.

We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will call on you immediately.

U——I
Q.

—

Street blanket stolen.
Bangor, Mb:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
Eastern Trust and Banking Co.

We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.

C. W. &

Haynes

Robinson—Optician.
Whiting Broa—Meat, groceries, dry goods.
Hancock, Mk:

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

WEDNESDAY

improved
optical machinery in hia store, together
with electric power equipment.
The fair of the Busy Bees at the Methodist ^vestry last evening was interfered
with byithe severe storm, and will be repeated this evening.
B. F. Joy has returned to Ellsworth and
taken charge of his photographic studio.
J. H. Edson, who has been in charge for
several months, has left town.
J. P. Eldridge, C. J. Brown, J. H. Leland, Q. H. Gould and Henry Brown will

long will there be need
of honest, trustworthy insurance—the
kind yon will get always with the
eighteen first-class companies of
so

THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, MAINE.

recovered to be taken to hiz home
Boston.

East

Monday, April 18—10, at Odd Fellows
hall—Free cooking lectures.
Wednesday evening, April 17, at UniE. J. Walsh was called to South Weymouth, Mass., last week, by the sudden tarian vestry—Supper.
death of his lather, James K. Walsh. Mr.
Thursday, April 25, at Odd Fellows hall
Walsh, who was seventy-live years of age, —Supper and sale by Sunrise council, D.
suffered a stroke of paralysis about two of L., followed by dance. Supper 5.30 to
years ago, trom which he never fully re- 7; 25 cents.
m

Hancock County Lawyers Formally

Organized— Library Corporation.
At a mil of the committee appointed by
mem bare of the Hancock county bar at
the January term of eonrt, a meeting of
thoee members who have signed the articles of association adopted, met at the
eonrt boose in Ellsworth yesterday to
perfect formal organisation of the Hancock county bar association.
The purposes of the association as set
forth in articles, are “the promotion of
social intercourse, the cultivation of
friendly sentiments, the elevation of the
standard of professional honor and teaming, the improvement of the law and Me
practice, and generally the advancement
of the honor, dignity and usefulness of
the legal profession’’.
Offlcers were elected as follows: President, L. B. Deasy; first' vice-president,
John A. Peters; second vice-president, JB.
P. 8pofiord; secretary, William E. Whiting; treasurer, O. P. Cunningham; executive committee, E. E. Chase, Henry U.
Hall, George M. Warren. ,,
At

a

meeting immediately following

this for the purpose of putting the law
library on a better business footing, a corporation to be known as “The Trustees of
the law Library of Hancock County” was
formed. Clerk-of-Courts John P. Knowlton was elected clerk, librarian and treasurer, end Chief-Justice L. A. Emery, H.
E. Hamlin and O. F. Fellows, executive
■ommittee.

zlbbcrtisnut'ius,

WE ALL WORRY TOO MUCH
\BOUT NUMEROUS DISEASES.
If you will only take notice,
the man with a good appetite
and good digestion hasn’t any
time lor any disease of any
kmd. To get this good appetite try our

CALISAYA,
ELIXJR
bottle.
25c and 50c
per
A trial bot tie doesn’t cost much

and you will be convinced.
Made

BE0R8E

A.

by

PARCHER.

Druggist.

SPRING FLOWERS

ARE ABUNDANT
OOtriJTY.
covered. Death followed a second stroke.
AT THE
He appeared as well as usual up to a few
April 24 to 29—East Maine Methodist
moments before his death. Mr. Walsh conference at Bar Harbor.
leaves a widow, four daughters and one
Long-distance Telephone.
furnish the supper for Nokomis Rebekah son. his death being the first break in the
A chance seldom offered the ladies of EllsHe
was a man very highly
circle.
family
worth will be a series of six free cooking lecsewing circle next Tuesday evening.
esteemed in his home town, and the tures by Myrtie Ethelyn Robinson, a graduate
The date for the supper, sale and dance
church was filled with neighbors and of Boston normal school of Domestic Science,
of Bumise council, Daughters of Liberty,
1 have purchased th(* electrical wiring business
fr
in Odd Fellows hall, April 15,16,17,18 and 19, of t»-e B. H.&U.K Power Co., and am
ids at the funeral Sunday.
prehas been changed from Friday, April 2ft,
at 2.30 p. m. and April* IS at '.0 a. m. All ladies pa <*d to do wiring of ev*ry description.
to Thursday, April 25, at Odd Fellows
About 225 encampment Odd Fallows at- should attend these lectures. Come
Monday Estimates on Wiring sad Supplies Cheerfully Gives.
hall.
tended the convention here last Wednes- with pencil and paper; also fork and spoon.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Kllarorth.
The ice went out of Union river last day afternoon, nearly 200 coming from out —Advt.
Laundry Bldg, (west end bridge).
were:
officers
of
The
town.
present
grand
Thursday and out of the bay Saturday.
A small naphtha boat came up the river to Grand Patriarch Willis A. Bailey, SkowWalker’s yard Saturday, being the first hegan; Grand High Priest John M. Ward,
Bangor; Grand Senior Warden Charles F.
craft up the river this spring.
Bar Harbor; Grand Junior W’arden
Harry E. Rowe, who is on the road for Allen,
►
■
™
■
■—
in
hi
■— ■■—
Grand MarLeon S. Merrill, Solon;
Wade & Bunton, of Lewiston, with headR.
shal
Arthur
Jewett,
Skjowquarters in that city, was home last week.
Several
grand officers
past
His brother Frank D., who is teaching at hegan.
were also present.
The work of the sevBro^nville, was also home for several
eral encampments in exemplifying the dedays.
grees was very highly spoken of by the
The city has purchased a piano for HanWe are
a
sale of
grand officers. In its social features also
cock hall.
The piano heretofore in the the convention was a
pronounced success.
hall was owned by the Staples Piano &
choice meat,
Corned
The committee of arrangements from
Music Co., and companies hiring the hall
Wivnrna encampment was as follows:
with extra care
with
had to make separate arrangements for
Fred L. Mason, Leslie W. Jordan, Fred P.
to
renting the piano.
the
down
Horace
F.
C.
Jordan,
Haynes, Harvard
William H. Scott, jr., who has been Wescott.
ill
for
some
was
♦
seriously
weeks,
operated
a
HENRY L. ROWE DEAD.
upon Monday night by Drs. Nealley, of
Bangor, and Hagerthy, of Ellsworth. The
of the meat onWe have a
operation was successful, hot the boy’s One of Best-Known Citizens of Upcondition is still critical.
River Section of County.
at
but it won’t be here
It will be impossible to have the Percy
Henry L. Rowe, of Aurora, one of the
Better
such a wee
V. on the Ellsworth-8 wan’a Island route
best-known citizens of Hancock county,
by next Tuesday, as expected. The
1
died
of
the
section,
up-river
particularly
»t
steamer is on the marine railway here,
frosen in, and it may be impossible to get Sunday morning o| pneumonia.
her off much before May 1.
Mr. Rowe had just entered the eightylife had ♦
Cspt. Jefferson 8. Smith, lately in com- fourth year of bis age. Most of his
EU-SW<,B™mand of the schooner J. P. Whitcomb, been spent in Aurora, where he was for
w hicb was wrecked near the
many years engaged extensively in lum-

Ellsworth Greenhouse.

ELECTRICAL KSiT

ELLSWORTH’S CORNED BEEF

i

OPPORTUNITY IS HERE !
holding special
Beef—very
prepared
price dropped

i»i*

_

5c

i»i

—

lb.

heap

i»it

long
buy

hand,

price!

promptly

m

|

;J. A. HAYNES,*™51-

Virginia

I,

bering operations.
Be was a member o( Lygonia lodge, F.
end A. M., Acedia chapter, R. A. M., and
-V--".1 Blanqnefort commander;, K. T., and of
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., all of Ellsworth.
INVESTMENTS.
Mr. Rowe leaves a widow and three
and Henry A.
eons, W. A., Ernest
one
and
of
Anrora,
Rowe, all
We own and offer for sale
daughter, Mrs. J. T. Giles, of Ellsworth
Mr. and Mrs. Giles and F. C. Burrill and
wife attended the funeral, which was held
yesterday morning, Rev. Ida M. Garland,
of Amherst Congregational church, officiMaine & New Brunswick
ating. There were beautiful floral trib-

fl#0*0*0*0*0*0*C4 .-^5*OK40*0««OKl*0*0*0*0«0*0*040*C

■

$25,000.00

t BEST BARGAINS IN l*APETt HANGINGS-EVER OFFERED.

NEW

GOODS,

Electrical Power Co.

From 10c to 75c Double Roll.
t SEVERAL HUNDRED ROLLS LAST YEAR’S PATTERNS, From

8c Double Roil, Up.
SEVERAL

BUNDLES

ODD

utes, including pieces from Lygonia lodge
and Blanqnefort commandery.

Ltd.

5 per cent.

green lake.

GOLD BONDS

LOTS.

Denominations

I

J. A. THOMPSON,

MAIN STREET,

ELLSWORTH.

4m

BEAUTY and GOOD EYESIGHT
Go With Our Glasses.
Our special lens fits the face as well as the eye.
Do your glasses become you? If not, we can make you some that will.
All cases of defective vision scientifically and correctly fitted. We
can duplicate any lens at short notice.

EXAMINATION

FREE.

$100,

City

$500,

of New York, 3 1-2’s.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
3 1-2’s.

FIRST

Telephone loniwcuon.

Manufacturing Optician and Jeweler.

nephew

on

Mrs. Harry C. Chapman and party re
turned to Bangor Saturday, having spent
two weeks at their cottage.

under

Dirigo Club Rooms, .lain St

ROOMS,
Ellsworth.

Lowell, of Lowell & Engell, Bangor,
OYSTER STEWS SERVED Saturday Nights.
visited the Lake Thursday. He is getting
brand new—rooms, furniture, table-ware, linen, and best of foods, and prompt service.
Everything
the cottage ready for the season.
MEALS SERVER FROM 6 A. M. TO MIDNIGHT.
The lake has risen considerably and it
T. Cahtru,
A. M. Bassos._B.
is hoped that the ice may leave the lake

this month. Several wagers have been
made as to just when the ice will go out,

NATIONAL BANK

Two Children Burned to Death.
Two children of R. R. Lea, aged three
and four years, were burned to death in a
fire .which destroyed their home neal

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

LUNCH

UNION

W.

Application.

OF

E. F. ROBINSON,

Bangor,

arrived at the Morse cottage Tuesday.
Charles Adams, wife and son, of Bangor,
spent a few days last week at their cottage.

$1,000.

Price and full Particulars

Walter Morse and wife, of
spent Sunday at their cottage.
Mrs. Thayer, daughter and

Newport yesterday.

Barred

Plymouth

Rock

Eggs

for

Hatching

on, and I am prepared to furnish Eggs from my prize-w inn ng
The hatching season
Wi. neis this season at Ha„gor,
strain Barred Plymouth Kooks, bred both for util ty and fancy.
Watervllle and Portland. Pino laying strain of big brown eggs.
is

now

Eggs $1.00
Orders may be left at Austin H.

Joy's.

per IB; $5.00 per IOO.
FRED P. HAYNES, Ellsworth, Me.

Prsysr Maating Topic For tha Waak
Baginning April 14.
By REV. S. H. DOYI.E.
Lessons from the patriarchs.
Topic.
HI. Jacob.—Gen. xlvlii. 1-19.
Jicob was the younger of the twin
•otis of Isaac and Robekah. the older
being Esau. Though the twin sons of

KUITKD BY "AUKT

(t*

Motto:

....

MADGfc"

same parents, Jacob and Esau wore
very different in appearance, in their
methods of living, in their characters
and their ambitions and aspirations.
Jacob was horn probably at the well

the

of Lahai-rol about 1S37 B. C. He bought
the birthright from Esau and afterward received the blessing from bis
father Isaac which should have lieen
Esau's by practicing a well known deceit upon his father, who was practically blind from old age. God severely
punished him for his deceit, for He
had promised him the special blessing
and its superior advantages and would
have fulfilled His promise bud Jacob
but waited. Because of this treachery
he was compelled to flee from Canaan,
as the wrath of Esau was great against
him. He was now seventy-eight years
old and went to his Unde Laban's, in
Padan-Aram. in Mesopotamia. Ildre
he lived for twenty-one years and then
returned to Canaan with Leah and
Rachel, his wives, eleven sons and a
large property. Renjamin. his youngest son, was l»>rn between Bethel and
Bethlehem.
Rachel, Ills mother, died
at his birth and was buried at Bethlehem. Jac-.,n and Esau were reconciled
upon Jacob’s return to Canaan, but
parted and never met again except
when they buried Isaac, their father.
Joseph was later sold into Egypt.
When Jacob was 130 years of age. he
also went thither and spent the Iasi
seventeen years of his life there, dying
at the age of M7. Ilis body was embalmed and afterward was brought
back to Canaan and buried in the
cave of Machpelah, where Abraham.
Rebekah and Leah had already !«*en
burled.
In all his wandering; and
misfortunes God had been with him
and cared for him, and his life is unusually filled with lessons of the greatest Importance.
±.

jacno s

me

teacnes runt cod

j

!

The purposes of thl< column are succinctly
rated In th title and motto—It Is for the mutual
iienetlt, and alios to he helpful and hopetyil.
Being for the com-non good. It Is fcr the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. >0 this capacity It solicits

f

communications, and Its success lepends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will he subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
Address
will be rejected without good reason
all communications

to

Thk American,
tells worth. Me.
THOrOll THEY FORGET.

Our husbands, ever brave and strong.
tur lover-husbands. 1 *al and true.
Who stalwart stand ’twixt us and wrong.
Nor reck the coat cf what they do
For us they love—who love them—yet
They will forget, they will forget.

woo

E>ved
Cl

due to Esau not because of his deceit.
Hint In spite of it. And then lie paid
for bis folly. The mutual love of liebekah and Jacob was great. He was
compelled to flee from Esau's wrath,
but bis mother and he thought it would
{be but a short separation, yet Hod ke it
(him twenty-one years in Mesopotamia,
and Laban deceived him In giving him
Leah Instead of Rachel, whom he
No man
thought be was marrying.
No man
can successfully deceive Cod.
can successfully force the hand of Cod
“Be not deceived, clod is not mocked."
“Walt on the Lord, nnd He will bring
it to pass."
2. Jacob's life teaches the power o
God to regenerate nnd save. Up t • a
certain time in Jacob's life he wa.
about as great a rascal as a man coul I
be. His heart must have been "desperately wicked.” But in a niglit Cod
changed him from Jacob, "supplanter.''
Ito Israel, “prince of God.” It was on
Da return to Canaan. He was about
ItO meet Esau. He sent the people
a stream of water, and
hy reHis jiersist
all night alone.
la here illustrated atd bis preBut that
vailing power in prayer.
: God gave Jacob a new heart. He
born again, converted. God gave
Mm a new name, Israel, and hence
jteward be lived a clean, godlike life,
>a fit representative of one through
.Whom the Saviour was to come. With
!#od all things are possible. He can
ftffl change the hardest heart and
^mve to the uttermost” all who come
■» Him.
8. Jacob's life teaches us a lesson
SB God's providential care OTer Hipeople. While on bis war to bis uu
ole’s Jacob bad bis welt known vision.
God promised to go with him and to
bring him safely back. He kept His
word to the letter. He bad a mission
for this wayward son of Isaac. In the
great trials of his life God kept him.
He despaired when Joseph was sold
into Egypt, but be lived not only to see
the face of Joseph, bat his sons Ephraim and Mannsseh, and died blessing
them. His body was returned to the
land of promise and burled there, and
Joseph, his best beloved son. took np
the divine mission of “the God of
God is
Abraham. Isaac and Jacob.”
the same unchangeable God. He still
Kent
takes special care of His own.
not, but keeD up heart. "Commit thy
way unto the Lord and trust also iu
Him, and He will bring it to pass.”
BIBLE READINGS.

Gen. xxv, 27-34; xxvli. 21-29; xxvili.
10-22; xxxv. 1-15; xlv. 25-28; I, 1-14; Ps.
Ixvt. 1; Luke xvili, 1; John xlv. 1-3;
Heb. xt. 21.
A Great Littls Society.
Field Secretary Crane, in the Pine
Tree Endeavorer, tells about a little
Christian Endeavor society on Beach
mil Me, which has only four active
gnd nine associate members. They
meet regularly and have a president,
Tice preeident secretary and treasurer,
a prayer meeting and a lookout eom■tttae, all from their four active memban. Very truly does Mr. Crane add;
"Christian Endeavor socletiee ahouMl
to —if*"1 rather than counted. A
society of ten members may weigh
■sore in God’s scales than a society
numbering a hundred.”

One other copy of

same was

into

changeth

by Alexia.

weather

as

this.

If

m

such

this is your present

occupation, my sympathy this month will
surely be with the Johns and “the boys”,
for those muddy boots will never escape
the eyes of any woman who cleans house
in wintry April.
The wise housekeeper who feels that she

begin cleaning in early spring, will
a
placid countenance, step softly
about, keep all evidences of her labors out
of the rooms in common use. In fact, she
must

keep

It is almost noon but I don’t care whether
John has a bit of dinner or not, I know be
he can't scold me when I feel so good. If he
tries wheh he comes I’ll just give him all
those bugs which I shan’t be able to give
those to whom I promised them.
How good the column is lately.
Poor M.
A. B.. I remember her in the long ago and
her husband, too. Yes, she was always lame
but never idle.
Now not long ago Aunt Maria was so indignant at being called old, but when a woman
boasts of grandchildren and glasses, are they
kids, aren’t they more than sweet sixteen?
Oh, I have not got to clean house, isn’t that
fine, but oh dear, later I shall groan, as men
are in waiting for the time to dig out under
the house for a cellar large enough to baild
a cistern so it will do no good to clean. I
have a pet, it is so cute, a neighbor gave me a
lamb to make a cosset of, and now the iacnbators are going, so there will be plenty of
work soon and I shall be ont doors so much.
Well, here is John, as true as I live, so I will
up and hustle.
Dkix.
P. 8.—I just ran ont to the stable to meet
John and said hurrah for Gov. Cobb. He said,
did he do it; I hardly believed he would have
the backbone; then he ordered the flag
hoisted it for Gov. Cobb, while the potatoes
boiled. I dost believe he knows whether we
had dinner or not.

will skirmish around in the outskirts of
the house so as not to attract attention to
the real work

in

hand.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Many a time and oft m.v thoughts have been
of yon and of the M. B. column these past
months. Three months’ illness
part of
which time I was in a hospital—gave me time
to read the letters, and wasn’t it singular that
while in the hospital 1 found three who belonged in Hancock county, Maine—all delighted to have The American, which I
passed around. How small the world is after
all! I think we will all miss Ben, for she
seemed to be one of the charter members of
our M. B.
—

I had the privilege two weeks ago of hearing Or. John Watson lecture (Ian MacClarren). He lectured about the humor of the
different people of the world, the Scotch in
particular. Tremont temple seats 2,S00. It
was almost full. One seldom hears such a
speaker. It was the keenest wit, the brightest humor, the funniest fun, the sort one can
enjoy deep down. Dr. Watson left nothing to
be desired in his appearance, manner, topic
and delivery, except an earnest hope to hear
him again. When he closed, after talking an
We el way, find yon loyal to your
colon,
hour and a half, every one seemed reluctant/
Dell. It is a food thine in these day* to
to leave.
know
when
to And a person on matjoat
This week it was my pleasure to bear Jacob
Riia lecture, biasubject being “My Neighbor’*. ten of principle. Agreements between
He dealt Largely with bis great work in New political parties not to nae nndne influence
York among the poor.
Looking into bia (bribery in come form) in securing rotes,
kindly genial face one felt abd saw a great is an open confession to the sins of the
friend of humanity. We who saw him will
past. “Trading” in politic* is stiU worse,
never
wonder why everyone loves him.
for that is done inside party line*.
Speaking of bia experiences in such an easy
Aunt Maria says: “The pin is cate and
way and in no way boaatingly one could
scarcely imagine him to be the great man pretty, hot isn’t Just what I’d had if I’d
that be ia, and the great splendid work he has gotten it np, bnt it’s Just as well.” How
done. It gives one an inspiration for higher could you upset my calculations so? Yon
things, better things, to be under the personal forget that M. stands for Haris as well as
influence of such a life even for an hour.
Mutuals, and Madge and
and sevAll over the city now everything speaks of eral
other names I might mention. Here’s
preparations for Easter. Lilies, lilies, every- a
poem from Annt Maria to close with,
where. The florists’ windows are gardens of
which is eery pretty:
beauty, and it would seem that the milliner
was trying to outdo the florist, for the artiIA>D TO SAY.
ficial flowers are beautiful. We sometimes
Ain't it hard to any "good-bye!"
feel that in all this rush and hurry, buying,
Tears come prowlin' round your
trimming, making, that the real Easter—the
eye
An* your heart it seems to pause,
spirit of the Easter time—is almost forgotten.
Listenin'fur a minute, 'cause
To-day 1 saw a curiosity, a friend of mine
It's afraid that from to-day
brought to show me. It was an old-fashioned
Twon't beat quite the same old
way.
sampler. Many of the older people know
'Tain't at all the thrill it knew
what that is. Hardly any of the younger
When old friends said
ones do. This must have been over one hun"howdy do!"
dred years (ffd. It was wo-ked on home
Wathington Star.
woven brown linen. At the first glance it
Id
looked coarse like burlap, but not yet like it.
the ancient cathedral of Genoa a vase
It was smooth and even. The alphabets, capi- of immense value has been
preserved for
tals, script and small let ers, these sets were 800 years. It is cat from a
single emerald.
all worked in cross stitch. Then the child's
Its principle diameter is 12% inches and
name, date of birth, September IS, 1790, and
its height 554 inches. It is
kept under
“Let Virtue be thy only guide and equity thy
several locks, the keys of which are in
only pride”, then the name again, and “Engdifferent hands, and it is rarely exhibited
lish is my nation”,-my dwelling place
and Christ is my 8alvation”, then: “When I in public, then only by an order of the
am dead and in my grave and my bones are Benate.
When exhibited it is
suspended
all rotten when this yon see remember me.” round the neck of a
priest by a cord, and
The last line was never finished. These were no one is allowed
to touch it but him. It
made by the children, I am told, to teach them is
oiaimed that this vast is one of the
gifts
to sew and how to mark things in cross stitch.
““d® to Solomon by the Qomd
I want to write lots more but see that more
of thd M. B.'s have been writing lately, and
this letter is quite long. When I see the
Dotag Business Again.
Pasadena, Cal., letter it reminds me that on
“When my Meads thought I was
of my near neighbors married this last
lake leave of this worm, on account of

|

Maine,

—

ofShebu!*

now.

O? course
the

you are all planning now for
convention. I regret that I

county
far away that 1 am unable to attend,
for I am still a Maine white ribboner. In
Massachusetts I see very few* white ribbons
worn, not as many members wear them
here as in Maine.
Occasionally I visit Massachusetts W. C.
T. U. headquarters, 14 Beacon street, and
always get a cordial welcome, and always
And the women busy, busy, doing, planning, acting. Mrs. Stevenson, Massachusetts’ president, is just as dearly loved by
her constituency as we love our own Mrs.
Stevens.
Massachusetts women are doing splendid
work. They have to fight the open, advertised, licensed saloon, while you have the
unlicensed, outlawed traffic to fight. Always remember that prohibition at its
worst is better than any license at its best,
else why do the great liquor concerns
work so strenuousiy against prohibition.
O, the awful carae of the cigarette! In
the city, of course, we see more of the
evil effects. A fire yesterday, near where I
reside, in which one man lost hie life, waa
caused by boys smoking cigarettes and
throwing a match in the stable. This has
shocked people-one man a victim because
a boy smoking threw his lighted match in
the rubbish-but what of the hundreds of
boys whose health is undermind, nerves
shattered, brains clogged; boys who
should be our coming men but who are
fast becoming the inmates of asylums,
am so

arc

all

what
land.

we can

for God and home and every

Sincerely yours, always for

perance,

tem-

Lillian Mat Bobbins.

The Gift of Heeling.
A physician who had attended a Hick
woman, the wife of an immigrant,
through an illnesa that laated from December into January, in due time sent a
Some months later the husband
bill.
cmne into the doctor’s office.
‘‘Mr. Doctor,” he ssid, “dat bill you
sent, he's all right; but vone of dem visits
you makes mein wife you makes on GristYou should make me a present
mas day.
of dat visit.”
The doctor says that the request was so
original, so different from the usual ways
of asking for a discount, that he did make
the man a present of the Christmas visit.
At first it seemed to him that that visit
should have been charged for at doulle
rotes, for it had taken him away from his
Christmas turkey.
But the doctor enjoyed the joke, and made good use of it.
On every Christines day since, when he
has been called to a poor patient, he has
told the story of the Christ msa-preeent
visit. Thus he has brought a laught into
the sick-room. Than be goes on to explain that the visit he is now making is to
to be a Christmas present, too. So the
doctor has enjoyed his holiday even when
be missed his Christmas dinner.— Youth's

Companion.

Bitten by a Spider.
A. A.
bility,"_
Through blood poisoning caused by a
N. Y, “and when it looked l_ „-T ___
Joan Washington of IkepUtae
neville, Tex.,-fex., would have lost his leg,
qnevUle,
which became a maea of running some,
we curing me. I am now
doing buaineas had he not been persuaded to try Bnck■gain as of old, and am
u gaining len’s Arnica Salve.
He writea: “The
asmliMtlM waHawwl
tolly.” Bast tonic
IBd fOOT Ivayff
on earth.
by K. G. Hoona, druggist.

bite,

_

guaranteed

LA MOINE.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting April 2, with a good attendance. Two
applications were accepted. After business a literary contest w as enjoyed for one
hour and a half. Two more evenings w ill
be used on the contest.
ORKKN

tain

MOfSTAIN

POMONA.

Green MounPamona grange, to beheld with Cush-

Programme

for meet ingot

grange April 21:
Opening grange in fifth degree; roll call
of officers; singing, choir; secretary's report; report of committees; unfinished
business; new business; address of welcome, Ira T. Guptill; response, Frederick
A. Noyes, of John Dority grange; recess;
call to order, fifth degree; balloting; conferring fifth degree in full form; reading,
Lizzie Libby; topic, “What preparations
have yon made to have larger and better
crops than last year?” opened by Wesley
Cousins, of Lamoine grange; discussion;
reading, Grace Holt; topic, “How can we
best meet obstacles presented by the
scarcity of labor on the farm?” opened by
George B. Scammon, of Franklin; discussion ; closing in form.
man

HABVEHT

Heavy, impure blood makes a muddr
ply complexion, headaches, nausea, iain™'

tton.

Thin

blood

makes

you

wetk

sickly. Burdock Blood Npttters
makes^
blood rich, red, pure—restores
perfect

JRrtxcal.

A Measure of
Ellsworth

Citiz’ns

Merit

Should

Well This Evidence.

Weigh

Proof of merit lies in the evidence.
Convincing evidence in Ellsworth.
Is not the testimony of
strangers,

•‘in praising and recommending Doan's
Kidney Pills I not only base my opinion
upon my own experience hut also opon

experience of friends

who have used

with the most beneficial results.
1 said
VI

I had
uov

uij

a
tv

steady pain
OIIU

bladder which

was

Kidney Pills.

I

■

across

NIOOL1N, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
Nicolin grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening. After business the lecturer presented a fine programme of dialogues, readings, and the question, “Which
shall build the kitchen fire, the man or
the woman?”
It was unanimously decided that the man should build the fire.
EAST

members were preaent. A abort
programme was carried out, after which
there was lively discussion on the topic,
“To what extent should the State assist
in building good roads?”

seven

8CHOODIC, rSAMKLIM.
Schoodic grange held regular meeting
April 4, with fifty members and fire visitors present. The third and fourth degrees were conferred on one candidate.
The topic, “Resolved, that tame is more
to be desired than riches,” was decided
ia
the affirmative. The topic for next meeting is, “Resolved, that Japan would be
justified in declaring war on the United
Slates.” Frank E. BlaladeU will
open the
question in the affirmative, Gerald Bun-

then

In

I9ft>
the small
tJjf.

01

miniumnuuu

painful and distrewing. One of my neighbors recommended
Doan’s Kidney Pills as being good for
such ailments, and upon her advice 1 went
to E. G. Moore’s drug store,
formerly
Wiggin A Moore’s, and obtained Dean’s
was

never

effective.

so

used

They

anything that
acted

directly

upon the kidneys and cured the backache
and allayed the inflammation in a short
Since then 1 have advised many of
my friends and acquaintances to use this
remedy, as I know that they would not
be disappointed in the results obtained.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co.t Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s and take
no other.

time.

fiatltoa&i ant SUamba

Commencing Dec. 9, 1906.
BAR HARBOR TO BANliOR.
BAR HARBOR.
10 30 3
Sorrento.
4
Sullivan..
4
Mt DcsertPerry.
11 90 ft
II 87 5
Waukeag S Fy.
Hancock
III 40 ft
Franklin Road.
11 f 49 tft
WaMh'jrt'n June. 11 Oft IlKftS tft
ELLSWORTH. 11 12 12 05 5
Ellsworth Falla. 'll 17 12gl0 6
Nicolfn.' 11 *30 12k23 -6
Green Lake. 11 89 12g91> «
Phillips Lake. <11147 12g39 t6
Holden.
'll 6ft Wg4« 6
Brewer June-..
12 1ft 1 05 6
Bangor. Ex St..
12 22 1 12 7
BANGOR, Iff C.
12 2ft 1 15 7

HOME, WKHT ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular
meeting April 6. As the master and overseer were absent, the
lecturer, Mildred
Seeds, called the grange to order and
called Albion Guptill to fill the chair.
After all vacancies were filled, the usual
business came before the meeting.
After
a brief recess, the meeting was turned over
to the lecturer.
\ Portland.
4
The question, “What is the best for a Boston...
7
young man starting out in life, fl,000 or
BANOOR TO BAR
a College education?” was decided in favor
of the education.
There were readings Boston. 10
A
by members. Visitors were present from Portland
Alamoosook and Arbutus granges.

BLUSH ILL.
prisons, reformatories, etc.
Bast Bluehill grange held its regular
This is the awskening time. Easter is
evening.
Thirtyhere, let us all roues ourselves and do meeting Saturday

abort

falf f*

The Price of Health.
“The price of health in a malarious district is just 25 cents: the cost of a box of
Dr. Bing's New life Pills," writes Ella
Slayton, of Noland. Ark. New Life Pills
cleanse gently and impart new life and
vigor to the system. 26c. Satisfaction
guaranteed at E. O. Moose's, druggist.

fore

*

But the endorsement of Ellsworth
peopie.
meeting
regular
That's the kind of proof given hen—
Saturday evening, April 6, with sixty-two
members and seven visitors present. After
The statement of an Ellsworth citizen
the usual business, two candidates were
Mrs. Mary E. Tate, living two mile* „m
instructed in the third and fourth degrees.
on the 8horc Road, Ellsworth, Me.,
followed.
A harvest
says

taking

VV. C. T. U. work in Hancock county is
; pushing ahead. All these weeks I have
Narcissus is ready to give evidence that i
read and read and read, and have often
the
above makes
a
delicious edible. felt like
exclaiming, “What hath God
Thanks for the r cipe.
wrought!” over the encouraging things
the W. C. T. U. has been accoihplishing.
Dear M. K *s:
What a glorious day this is.
I never felt
1 have watched eagerly the doings of
so happy in my life, no never.
I know I have Maine legislators. I could hear
vividly in
a big job on hand, but with Aunt Maria to
my imagination every earnest word of aphelp and all the rest we could soon do it. The
peal our beloved Mrs. Stevens made. I
legislature has adjourned and no resubmiswondered if any man who heard it could
sion for us,and best of all we have the Sturgis
law good and strong and straight. When I vote for resubmission. What momentous
opened the paper this morning how I did questions have come up in the State legisshout for Gov. Cobb.
1 have shouted, yes. lature this year relative to “God and Home
even sung; think of that!
If the governor and Every Land.”
and Spe iker Powers were here this morning
I was glad to hear of those unions in
I would assure them the biggest hug they ever
Hancock county which sent the Willard
got.
Memorial offering. Hope you all have be-

ij?

good programme

PAMOLA, HANCOCK.

Thursday, April 11, the brothers
invited to come and help repair the

I have an
up my work again.
earnest desire to see and know that the

presented

a

Pamela grange helda its

>

and
Frosting
Filling—One-third
cup
butter, two cups confectioner’s sugar, four
teaspoons cocoa, creamed together, liquid
coffee to moisten it (about four tablespoons),
one-half teaspoon vanilla.

Atrsrel

lecturer

healu,'

POMONA.1

The programme for the meeting of HanPomona grange with ifalcyon
cock
grange, North Bluehill, April 27, iifccludea
the following: Address of welcome, A. P.
Soper; response, John Dority; paper,
Fanny Billings; topic, “To what extent is
the grange justified in attempting to influence legislation?” leader, John Wood;
topic, “Is a young man starting in life
justified in running in debt for farm tools
and stock? Is it the right way to commence a successful career?” leader, Herbert Grindle.

stable.
You will all welcome this most interDorchester, Mass., March 28.
will furnish a dinner in the
esting letter from our old friend Naillil, Dear Sinters and Fri dh of the H'. C. The sisters
At the next meeting, April 13, a
hall.
and we are sorry to h< ar* of your illness
T. L'.:
;
will be presented.
the past winter and hope as the warm
It rejoiced my heart to-night when 1 pleasing programme
Arrangements are being made by Bessie
weather comes on you and N. L. H. and took
home
The
Amerithe
dear
letter.
up
Walker and Joseph Doyle.
all others in weakness may find yourselves
can, to see my faithful J. M. M.’s letter
Opt. A. I. Foss, worthy master of Pogrowing stronger each day.
to you. I have missed so much the little
mola grange, Hancock, has been appointed
Mocha Pie—One cup sugar, two eggs, one newsy items in our W. C. T. U. column of
and instructing deputy by
cup flour, ne teaspoon baking powder, one late. After three months’
illness, part of conferring
teaspoon butter in one-half cup hot milk.
State Master Gardner.
This is als a good foundation for cream pie. which has been spent in a hospital, I am

sent, which

house-cleaning

Green

supper

U). <i. «l. u

and moved to that place. Hope to write
Naillil.
again by and by. Regards to all.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
I wonder if you are all finding it conducive to health and happiness to go

deeply

---

aJ operation

ca.i

not be deceived with Impunity. Jacob
{means “supplanter.' and his early lif-the applicability of ills name
his character. He supplanted Esau,
telved his aged father and later tie
celved his uncle Laban. In his plan
and scheming for the birthright
even tried to supplant Cod's met tOf -working.
Hod had promised
joda
him the birthright, but Jacob could not
wait, and, assisted by Kebekah, b
mother, be took the matter into 1.
own hands.
lie received the blessing

HANCOCK

BROOK8VU.LE
traveling, on, '.

Rainbow grange April 4.
the time was passed with
game,
met at

Mountain Potrona with Cushman grange,
Goulds boro.
Saturday, April 27-Meeting of Hancock
county Pomona with Halcyon grange,
North Bluehill.

—•»

|
RAINBOW, NORTH
On account of bad

Wednesday, April 24-Meeting of

»w

wvviw.w

reason.

DATKS.

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are InvitedI
tlie
promptly communicate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, Mass. From
surest
symptoms given, the trouble may be located and the quickest and
wav of recovery advised.
^

No joy is true, saye that which hath no end;
No life is true, save that which liveth ever;
No health is sound, save that which God doth

—Selected

good

Mrs. Pinkham’s Standing Invitation to Women
to

Yea, tho’ our birthdays they forget
We love them yet. we love them yet.

that which

w

—-

And tho’ oft to our grief we find
Our letters pocketed, unsent,
Tho’ to our cherished projects blind
They w, und us most where least ’tis meant;

save

uuwo.v

»

The anniversaries year by year
Of wedding days unheeded go—
Those Mays we hold m» st sacred, dear;
Yet in our heart of he rts we know
That spite of all they may forget.
They love us yet, they love us yet.

real,

Operatioris

When a woman suffering from
female trouble is told that an operation is necessary, it, of course,
frightens her.
The very thought of thehospital.
the operating table and the knife
strikes terror to her heart.
It is quite true that these troubles may reach a stage where an ope- 1
ration is the only resource, but a
great many women have been cured
by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound after an operation has
been decided upon aa the only cure.
The strongest and most grateful
statements possible to make come from women who oyiaKing-

Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Ofttimes to urgent last requests
They give no heed from morn to noon.
And oft they bring unbidden guests
At times the most inopportune;
The things on which our hearts are set
Are oft the things that they forget.

No love is

pecially

as
made from native root* and herb*, have escaped serious operation*,
She writes.
evidenced by Miss Ro<w Moore’s case, of 307 W 2«th St. N.Y
has
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:-“Lydia E. Pinkham s Vegetable Compound
to express
cured me of the very worst form of female trouble and I wish
I suffered intensely for two years so that
to you my deepest gratitude.
*
w mt
Vlirucu to
a burden
was »
and WM
my family. 1
a was unable to .VW.UU
attend to uij
duties UnU
my uuv.vo
_a._j_J J_a_J>_1st. -_1_ A._<>nnHtAntlv
objecting
doctored
and doctored with only temporary relief and constantly ODICCt
I decided totry l^ydia
U) undergo.
to an operation which I waa advised1 to
UUUCI|(V«
trouble
terrible
the
me
of
E. Pinkham*s Vegetable
^gei
Compound,; it cured
ior many
oeen for
nare been
iuauy years
and I am now in better
etter health than I hare
T
Thia and other such cases should encourage every woman to try Liy
dia EL Pinkham’a Vegetable Compound before she submits to

Not plighted tro»h, nor lover’s word.
Not tender phrase, nor deed most kind.
Not duty’s voice, though scarce ’tis heard.
Not faith to us they lepve behind;
But oft by business cares beset.
The things we send for they forget.

men;

Thin column is devoted to the G range, esto the granges of Hancock county
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

r.

Women Avoid

“Helpful and Hopeful

—

Hodgdon; dialogue; solo, o»cnr „
recitation, Gertrude
singing, six ladies in costomc; ,uln
iecn Bawn; song;
Ubleau, “Paith
loPf,
Charity;” singing, choir.
cake
and
Ice-cream,
candy rounds
purchasers, and the children did ruTr’
*tln
of the fish pond, where
pretty thin
drawn to the delight of the
little *
The evening was a financial
success

3mong tl)c i&rangtro.

'3to6ertf»rmmt«.

.‘Mutual bnutu Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

BANOOR
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BAR HARBOR.
• 80 1 30
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 4.29 p
m, and arriving Ellsworth 11.13 a no. 10-52 p a.
connect with Washington Co. By.
t Stop on signal to conductor,
g Slope only to leave passengers from points
east of Waehington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and 8t John.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro*
cure tickets before entering tne trains, and
•»«* Fftlli 90
EUaworth *•
Franklin

Elfiiwort£

F. R. BOOTH BY, G. P. A T. A.
EVANS,
Vice-Pres. and GenT Manager.

GEO. F.

(ASTERN

Steamship Company.

ker, negative.
The following programme is
arranged
for the meeting April 18.
Readings by
Miss Fay Devereux, Veraie Lawrie and
Miss Mace, song by Mina
Blaisdell; dialogue; tableaux.
Commencing Monday, Mirth SS,
ALXMOoeoox, Jgaar oiuxd.
!•»*# Bar Harbor at II a m, Monday*. WrdMe
Alamoosook grange met Saturday even- day and Saturday* tor Saul
Harbor,
Harbor, nuting. About thirty visitors from Narra- Harbor, SoaUwaat Harbor, BaanBookland
««»
at
miasic grange were present. A fine
supSioaner launa Bluehlll at 10 a m. Moody'.
per was served. After recess a pleasing
Wedaeaday* and Saturday* for South BtoeWH.
programme was enjoyed.
Wen Tromoat, Dark Harbor and Boctlwd.
connecting at Bookland with tteauior for *»-

■nsMa^KoeMaad^MBBaailas

Msaatmsaic, oblaxs.
Narramissic grange mat Aprils. It was
decided to omit the programme, and the
time was occupied
by business and work.
A special meeting was called for
April
7, when a class of six was instructed in
the third and fourth degrees.

unmnra
Laar* Homo* at s p

n

LaaraSoakiaad^a^dio
and

day*

Sunday*,

Monday*. Towd»J'.
a

via way

|rr,‘
a, Tuaaday*.
landing*.

Tuesday evening, April 8, a public en- JU1l cargo, axaept U*a uoek, ala the “““Sd
of thla oonpany, la laaurod agalaat dr*
tertainment waa given.
Programme: ■arlaarlak.
Binging; solo, Gertrude Church ill; song;
recitation, Hallie Hall Soper; solo, Fannie
r. S. Sanaa*, Supt.. Kaoklaud, Main*-

AN ITALIAN OUTINl*.
,iW
Written

forTns Aby BM».b.th A.
Slleby.J

if cue had
anthill and
little black creature. scurrying to
in lhi» oaae »onnd waa added
d fro Only
A moment before, Quiet had
at Naples.
in the great oquare
had laid its .pell
morning sunshine
heart. The cab-drivers,
on man and
down over their eyea,
.Ith hate drawn
seats or stretched
d unrieht in their
across them. The horns.
" lull length
themselves together, heads down
for all the
one knee bent, looking
would knock
.mid .» if • •!*>“ P"1*
out from under them. A
their feeble legs
of children lolled on the edge ot
naked feet stretched ont
the walk, their
their feet In shadow.
into the warm glow,
ladies paused to gaze at
T*o Neapolitan
coral in Roeeo Morabtto’s
the display of
window.
was snapped.
The
Suddenly the charm
New Bugtwo
bf
qulet-lovlag
edtent
to galsnaiae sad art in
gers was enough
On they came,
whole
square.
the
ion
met
rusty silk
these sleepy drivers, smoothing
old caps. Imnet, end righting dusty
cries ol: “Lady, lady! when
What

a

hubbub! It

wo

u

n-dvertently stepped upon

an

Tthf

Movement.
"lined
Ze

i

uL

‘,"ter

_

portunate

want got” sounded everywhere.
the side streets came reinfonemsnta
din. The drivers leaned
to augment the
lor over the carriage aide* Thsy-atood up
They cracked
and waved their arms.
their angers.
their whips. They snapped
each other’s eyea
Is dismay we gazed into
osd reeding mutual capitulation there,
without e word, we bolted acroea the
of
■tieet where » moment later the snap
Cook’s screen door gave the signal that we
.ere safe Irom our pursuers.
Emerging soon after, we selected at random one pair of gesticulating arms;
climbed into what proved to be the most
disreputable carriage of all, and shambled
ofl to the railway station.
mb

Down

Bow we u*a oeen in Italy nesny two
months, haring come down from the
north, serosa the Alps, to the lake region,
where we bod idled away a aort of dream
time. We thought that we had become
accustomed to the Italians, long ago the
impreesion had worn away that every
dork-brown stranger was s bandit. We
no longer had nervous chills when passing
a wildly gesticulating group, for fear that
its members were plotting our untimely
end. After Lugano, narrow streets and
dim arcades held no terrors for us. By
degrees we had grown bolder, until, with
the aid of our first-year Radcliffe Italian,
we had even ventured off the beaten track,

zigzagging along as fancy dictated, very
mech as a child, in n flowery meadow,
gethers blossoms for a daisy chain.
Our chain was one of pleasant memories.
Everywhere the experience had been the
urns, among those simple, kindly folk
with whom s word, a gesture and a smile
goes far. A gentle welcome had been ours
wherever we had strayed, and kindly
interest sped us on oar way until we had
declared that we would have none of the
“personally conducted". There should be
no coupons, no special parties.
For us,"!!
should be just “two in Italy”. But that
was before we had seen Naples, or rather
before the Neapolitan cabmen had seen ns.
Bow we openly rejoiced in the possession
of the magic bits of pasteboard which,
for a whole long week, were to insure us
against all haggling and importuning.
At the end of a train-ride of about an
hour’s duration we reached Pompeii. We
felt that the journey ought to have been
made in a chariot, but the ancient and
modern are constantly meeting thns in
Italy. The aun was sending down its
fiercest rays, obliging us to seek shelter
upon the veranda of the Hotel Luisse, to
lunch and linger there until we could
with comfort walk to the confines of that
mysterious city, more wonderful by far
than picture or description bad presented
uur imagination.
Wien w« did set
forth, a line of beggars, guides and clamoring fierce drivers started op from no
one knows where.
At the entrance we
were rid of them,
however, and were soon
Picking oar way over the stepping-stones,
following the rats of the chariot wheels.
How large the
city seemed, with its network of
interesting streets, walls of
houses and baths, and pillars of temples
•botching away on all sides, while over
•pinst it all stood the great, snllen Vesuvius sending forth its.
smoky breaths in
long, hard pants, with *ver and anon a
whirling cloud of flame color.
We slipped out of the
sunlight into the
shadow of some giant column to
pause and
our bearings.
In fancy we saw the
which
came and went, crowdthrong
“>» the narrow streets with eager, pulsatmg life. Our eyes and ears were filled
with the color and
the stir of those bygone days. We listened.
Beneath, like an
undertone, sounded the mutterings and
groans which foretold that awful doom,
his house, at the
right may have been the
t" Julia’s. Up theae narrow stairs must
•he go to her
chamber. How tiny is that
rsom, windowless and cool, with its
““A stone walls. Perhaps Nydia drew
w»ter for her flowers from this
very
onntain where we are
lingering now,
**“ her hand
sank aa she stooped to fill
r
earthern jar, into the hollow worn in
e stone
rim by the bands of countless
^“niindively our bands sought
I®* hollow. while we leaned forward as if
catch her reflection in the water’s
'Pfn- The well was
empty, like the oUjars and the batchers’ stalls.
purple and flue linen were
cto Sjnvuu
at
spread as
,Uk merchant’s. Our
voices, alone,
»»ke the echoes.
On we passed to
the house of Qlaucus.
«
dog wrought in the mosaics at the
t0 th*
looked as eager as
is
y w**en l*1®
young master strode
ore, k** We were
doing now. ’’Beware
the h

thl”*8’

^rchant’s

-—

"“W

saassu

wv

t0 re,d’
generations'2iv*,s!,?tofffd
wsbefore ua.tben, like them,
»»

—penetrated into the inner
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the merry revels v.-3re held. The roofiesi
silently gliding oat of ilglit. At te»t we
wills of the little house enclosed us. In
stood at the farther end where we coaid
the distance we could see that grim mon- look
oat over the broad bay, lying motionster with the throbbing heart, whose leaf In
the eonlight. A fleckless sky
stream of laVa and hot ashes hod
weighted arched the heavens. There was not all
down the roof and laid waste the home,
enough to crest a wave or move a sail.
pursuing the inmates in their flight, This is the gate which led oat to the
choking, blinding, scorching—wrapping homeland. Across this field they came—
them about in a gray mantle of death.
the builders of these temples-bearing
Other homes, larger and more
elegant, their boasehold gods.
claimed our attention. The house of
A very different coast it is from the
Vetrii, upon the frescoed walls of which "stern and rock-bound” one which
one reads a whole
We
traced
the greeted oar forefathers when they sought
history.
scenes of the hunt and those of the dyer’s a
foreign ooantry in which to establish
art, wrought in glowing oolors upon the their homes and their places of worship.
Seated
In
the
dining-hall.
garden, among Their undertaking seemed a thing of
the statuary about the
implavium, we yesterday, as we thought of these Greeks
called np to mind the family life. Again who landed
perhaps on the very bit of
Agues passed and repassed In the court. shore at which we were then gazing.
Prom the servants' quarters came the
Blossoming weeds, waist-high, grew bebustle and stir of preparation. A mur- tween the
temples. Than was no traces
mur of voices rose and fell in the inner of the
“twice-blooming roses of Poesrooms. A peal of laughter Aoated out to tum" of which
Virgil sings. The silting
ns. But that was only another fancy. We
up of tbs river has left behind lonely,
were the only tenants. Toths northward sterile marshes.
A pair of great, white
stood the mighty sentinel who had im- oxen, with
wide-branching horns, stood
posed hie ben of silence npoo all.
in the shadow of the columns, looking
We strolled on to the baths, whose calmly seaward. There were no rites In
carvings and mosaics feasted our eyes, as which they could assist.
The shored
did the living, vivid color on wall and grove has disappeared.
lintel. In this meeting-place of acultured
Bat hunger will assert Itself evan In the
and refined people, where were discussed midst of classic surroundtngs. We began
affcirs of State, ss well as the lighter news to think of the luncheon which we had
of the day, shall we feel that fateful In- left at the station, when, la our morning
fiucncef Yes, it is everywhere. Whether enthuaiaam, we had decided that eating
sitting in the open amphitheatre, or within a temple would be desecration.
Ws turned toward the road, simmering in
: Standing among the columns of the temples, or within the walls of buildings, one the noonday. Could we make the plunge
cannot get away from it.
It ia over all into those waves of beatT A donkey grazand through all. The very air is weighted ing by the roadside suggested hope. Mar
with remembrance of that day which were we disappointed. Mot long after, his
locked the city in the monster’s embrace master appeared, and the exchange of a
to lie buried for centuries, and then to be
few coins furnished the motive power.
given back to us. From every point one The men clapped a clumsy saddle on the
sees the mountain, solemn, brooding, a
donkey’s back, then with mincing steps
mysterious force which none may under- “no longer than his ears” the little beast
stand nor control. Small wonder that we clattered down the road to return in a surinvested our coins in a handful of the real prisingly short time with the wished-for
sand and lava, wrapped in a bit of ragged refreshments. We feasted royally, sharnewspaper, which a grimy hand held out ing the fragments with the dogs. An unto us. One must have his Illusions and guarded movement overturned the halfthe proof thereof.
fllled bottle of wine upon the stone table,
rompeu arew us again ana again within and thus we poured out oar libation to
it* walls, but alter the desolation it was a the gods.
The old Cappuccinian monastery at
refreshment, near the dose of au afternoon, to take the train for Cava, where the Amalfi received as into its rocky eyrie for
night was to be spent. Up we mounted the night. The drive from Salerno had
Here we
among the bills, each mile taking us Into been fall of fresh surprises.
roanded a sharp point, and there the road
new beauties of wooded slopes and green
twisted
inland
cross
to
a narrow chasm.
vineyards. The air grew rapidly cooler
and more rare. The strenuous sight-see- On oar right was the ragged cliff, while
ing was over. This was a place in which jast across the road the bay of Salerno
to rest.
spread oat its glittering waves. Far op to
So we felt, nor were we disappointed on the heights a little village hang over the
reaching the Hotel de Londres, after a cliff; farther on a fishing hamlet nestled
rapid ride through the long street set in the very sands. That evening, in the
with a double line of accacia trees, which leafy arbor of our lofty perch, surrounded
met and interlaced, forming a leafy roof by roses and heliothropes, with a roof of
overhead. There was such an American ripening grapes, we looked down upon
air about the place. The spotless cleanli- the “sickle of white sand’’ which oar
ness, the great garden and tennis court, own poet Longfellow saw. The boats
the mountains on all sides. One could were drawn up on the beach; nets were
imagine himself among the Moosehead spread to dry. To and fro went men and
lake hills at home.
From our balcony women carrying great rocks to build a
mole.
we watched the
moon climb up Monte
Oar next evening meal was taken on the
Oaatello and stream down the valley,
followed by one lone star. Music from a terrace of the Victoria, among the orange
stringed Instrument was the only sound trees of Sorrento. Another golden day
in the still night. The twinkling lights had been spent in the open. Again we
of the village across the valley bespoke were close by the sea, but this time it was
the bay of Naples. As our heads rested
We
human companionship.
were
no
on oar pillows once more, we watched the
longer among the ashes of the past.
We were up betimes the next morning, sullen flare of lurid flame which ever and
ready for Paestum. In a spotless canvas anon rose heavenward from Vesuvius.
Morning found us on the steamer bound
bag was our luncheou, a bottle of water
tied in one end, in the other, one of native for Capri. Stopping en route, we were
wine. The bag we were to return by the taken off in small boats for a visit to the
driver, who was not only to take us to the Blue Qrotto. A short row brought us tc
station, but meet us at Salerno in the the two-feet-high entrance. On a ledge
afternoon, with our luggage, and drive us close by sat a group of laughing Italians
to watch us. Obedient to our boatman's
on to Amalfi and Sorrento.
Wide levels and open sky-reaches directions, we crouched below the rail,
formed a fit setting for the classic sim- while he waited for an incoming wave. A
plicity of the three Doric temples of long pull, a quick shipping of oars and
Paestum. A sense of isolation and space the bow of our boat was up to the enpossessed us, though perhaps the impres- trance, bumping and Bcraping along,
sion may have been growing all along the pulled in by the chain extending along the
flat, sterile country through which we side. The first sensation was of sound. The
had been passing. The lone peasants, hollow reverberations of excited exclamtending herds of small buffalos, had con- ations echoed through the cavern. Next
tributed nothing toward a feeling of fel- came the realization of color. We were
lowship. As for the road, it had elected so surrounded by it and shut up in it that
to join the vast solitudes, reeling off it seemed an element capable of being
stretch after stretch of its drab-colored handled.
uiu&o
iiuc
v/ui mis
na«co
«uiuu
were
length, powdering in its course the blackindigo in shadow, into pools and ripples
berry bushes on either side.
of molten silver, flashing and glistening
nuuui
uiuiu
ummi
tuo
uibw ut ivvcrio
further
when one wanders from the beaten path, with uncanny light. In the
iXlamined with modern lights, to be con- corner stood a figure which looked to be
fronted by some silent monament of the carved from the rock. When onr bewilpast. One feels as it entering a realm, dered gaze cleared a little, we saw the
vast and mysterious, over which spirits young diver plunge in after the coins
hover. The places where men have lived which we could plainly see on the bottom.
and wrought never qnite lose that un- 'Bis brown back took on a silvery hue. It
deflnable sense of human presence. The was hard to mark the division between
breexe fosters it, the sunshine holds it in wave and walls. The latter ranged the
whole gamut of blue, from pale opalescent
its grasp, the/leserted walls echo it.
Long before we reached them, we plainly to clear sky-blue.
We were among the first to reach the
in the
saw those solitary monarchs set
midst of widespread fields of wiry grass steamer, where we amused ourselves by
with no tree or shrub to dispute their do- watching a company of boyB dive from
columns their row-boats for “soldi” in the clear
main. Between the massive
sparkled the deep blue of the bay of water.
The sail back to Naples was not the leaBt
Salerno, sweeping on to meet the distant
skyline. The soft gray of the limestone of our enjoyment. Along the great ledges
harmonized with sea and sky. The mys- of Capri we passed, where the cliffs are
terious influences drawn from sun and Bea reflected in waters of deepest sapphire,
have mellowed their tone, imparting ad- round the island of Ishia, under the
ditional majesty to pillar and cornice. shadow of the grim, old mountain, into
Simple in general form, harmonious in the beautiful harbor. At length our outproportion, refined in line, there was no ing was over. Again the crowd of gesharshness to break the sense of harmony. ticulating, shouting cabmen received us
Here and there lichens clung to the gables into their midst. Once more we selected a
and bits of vegetable life forced their way pair of waving arms, apparently the same
In a trice we
ones with which we started.
out through the chinks.
We left the highway and took the faded were whirled away up the hill to our
abode.
path which leads to the central temple,
the one beat preserved. A feeling of awe
For the man who really needs no assiststole over ns as we passed ont of the serene ance there are scores to help, while the
man most in need of help finds the greatsilent
into
the
the
three
steps,
sunlight, up
est difflcnlty in securing what he absoshadow of the great columns. We lislutely needs. Why this la the case, no
the
came
from
A
rustle
tened.
human being can tell—but it is.
slight
white
Two
of
the
interior.
lean,
depths
Senator Spooner, of Wisconsin, says
the
weeds
had
risen
from
the
among
dogs
the best speech of introduction he ever
came
blocks
of
limestone.
fallen
They
heard was delivered by a German mayor
slowly forward without uttering a sound. of a small town in Wisconsin, where
We picked our way along as carefully as
Spooner bad engaged to speak. The
possible, over recumbent columns and mayor said: “Indies and Shentlemens:
floor
the
where
across precipitous places
I haf been asked to introduce you to the
broken
wsb
away. Our course was
marked by the quick flash of lizards. Honorable Senator Spooner, who to you
will make a speech. I haf now done so,
and he will now do so.”
For Catarrh, let me send youLfree, just to
.Dr.
Snoop's
prove merit, a Trial size Box of
Catarrh Bemedy. It is a snow white, creamy,
instantly. Cures
piles,
Stops itching
healing antiseptio balm that gives instant relief to Catarrh of the nose and throat. Make eczema, salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes,
the free test and see. Address Dr. Shoop,
Hacine, Wis. Large jars GO cents. Sold by G. scabies—Doan’s Ointment. At any drug
_

A. Paechub.

store.—Advt.

KLhSWORTH MARKKT8.
FKKSIIKTN ON UNION RIVKB.
guaranteed by them to represent the
goods to be placed upon the market this
Another Cut In Price of drain
Story of Sum,' Freshets of Year* Ago, aeaaon. Only the brands mentioned in the
Potatoes Very Cheap.
aud of a Narrow Kscape.
bulletin ere thus far licensed. The list Is
The feature of the local market this
of especial importance to dealers, as they
week is another cut in the price of grain, r Written for Tmb Amkhican by Henry L.
are liable if they sell or Offer for aale unMoor.j
fl.15 being the bottom price now quoted.
lioenaed brands. Bulletin 110 will be sent
Potatoes remain very dull, with prosA freshet on Union river in April, 1833, free to all residents of Maine who
apply to
for
holders’
pects poor
realizing much on hag been considered one of the greatest the
agricultural experiment station,
the potatoes now in their cellars, except that occurred
during the century, and has Orono.
in small choice lots for seed. The pre- often been referred to
by the oldest inFor several months negotiations hare
to
the farmer to-day in 60 to habitants. The river was
vailing price
swept, carrying been in
progress for the purchase by the
66 cents, but during the past week some
away the driftstuB, logs, windfalls and
Maine Central railroad company of the
have been bought for 60 oents. In Bangor
snags along the banks, alsoJkrldges, and
Somerset railway. There are700,000 shares
the farmer is getting only 46 to 60 cents.
overflowing the meadows' far inland, of stock. Ex-Governor
Bill, of Augusta,
Southern new potatoes are beginning to
undermining the roads and culverts on and Hon. William T. Haines, of Watarowns north.
both sides of the river.
held 080,000, and these they bars sold
The quotations below give the range of
The freshet in the spring of 1843 was ville,
and transferred to the Maine Central.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
long continued. Several small mills were The hew owners will conduct the SomerOoaatry Produce
carried away, and large quanties of logs
set as a separate property from the Maine
went under the booms. The bridge was
Cwasey pash..
..**•40
Central in a manner similar to their manunder
wat
and
amount
of
a
lumr,
large
Dairy
.25s 0
agement of the Washington County railber and logs went to sea.
The Somerset railway lacks but a
At that time a large percentage of the way.
little of being 100 miles in length, and exlogs were left over to saw in the spring. tends from Oakland to Birch Point on
These were forced into the lower mill
Moose heed lake, a short didtanee across
pond from the river above, cansing a large
lake from Kiaeo.
lie* Jam to be formed on the falls where the the
Poultry.
Frederic H. Small, a prominent oitisen
Qrant A Hopkins mills were afterwards
.18 *.’4
of Bangor, died Friday morning, after a
16418 built. In the centre of these falls there
illness. Mr. Small was born In Portwas a large ledge of rocks, and a large one long
August 2,1830. He came to Bangor
land,
Best loose, per to a..
4
on
the
side
the
eastern
at
breakwater.
114
with the Hew Eng.is
Between thsse is where the jam occurred. and identiBed himself
Co. Two years later he waa
A crew of men was sent from Black’s land Express
••u
for the Grand Trunk railIS mills below to break this Jam. Among passenger agent
and from 1872 to 1077 he
them was Wales Packard. They went on way in Bangor
i was connected with the interests of that
the
to
make
to
start
ktoea.Dk
.0 Onions, h
<4 go*
Jam
arrangements
road in the lower Maritime provinces.
06 Bermuda oaloos
10 the logs that formed the
mips, lb
key of the Jam,
06 Beets, lh
8
Turnip*, a
He returned to Bangor Oct. 1,1877. later
when
all
at
once
the
fb
08 C*bha*e,n
0
jam started. All got
•quash,
the Canadian
01 Celery, bunch
Carrots, lu
10® A ashore but Mr. Packard, who was rolled be was connected with
Lettuce,
Mr. Small was at one
Beau*—per qtPacific railroad.
08
RadWtiea, bunch
Teliow-oye
10s il under the logs and caught by the neck betime proprietor of the EastStde pharmacy.
10 tween two
Pea.
logs, which, crushing in toFor several years he was prominently conPratt.
caught other logs between them,
gether,
lemons do*
Oranges, dot
nected with the management of the Easti>gao so that
they did not quite come together.
Cranberries, qt I0#il Apples, coot, pk JOgao
ern Maine State Fair and was interested
*o
*4
Around these and over them they rolled
Apples, table, pa
in the building of the Penobscot Central
ttrassris*.
up to the height of three or four feet.
railroad, now the Bangor ft Northern.
■v*t »
sm, pot »
M0j* The jam then
stopped.
I6R.25 Vlueg.r, *»'
40,25
M OrwEwl wheat,
The men who had succeeded in getting
m
95 Oatmeal, p*r.
ju ashore then went on
lift,
xUmnu&tnutit*.
the edge of the Jam
.2tTot—per *—
Buckwheat, pk.
llou,
.04 to look for Mr. Packard. One of them
-45,-65 Graham,
.04
Oolong,
.90, M Bye nul,
to his horror, just a part of his face
Granulated meal,, 02 It saw,
Socar—per a—
above the water away down between two
Sranultlel, OS BOOK Oil—per guiA Sale and Sore
.044
de.—A * B.
LIumiI,
-05,-7') logs. By paddling away the water from
Tallow, 0
12
.05)0
KeroMna,
Cure.
bis mouth he could breathe. Axes were
Powdered,
08,It
Molauee—per gal—
and they commenced cutting on
procured
M
Bmu,
each side of his head so as to take him up
Porto Rico,
JW
M
Syrup.
through. This cutting was done in the
MmO and Pro.l.low
water, and was a dangerous job, as they
Beet, a:
Pork, a.
Doe* not contain Opium,
.159-80
Chop,
18g 18 expected the wholeJo start any moment.
.12
a
0.25
Ham.
Route,
per
By the greatest exertion and care they cut
Morphine, or any other narootio
11
it
Corned,
.06910
Shoulder,
<nt
drngi
18
Tongue.,
18g25 on each side of his neck and shoulders a
18 hole big enough to get him through. They
Trtpe,
U)0g08
no
Narcotic
la
There
Is
Kemp's Balsam.
Veal:
Lard,
12gl4
Steak,
20925
Sausage,
U®18 then pulled him up through the space beNothing of a poisonous or harmful
•lOg.15
tween the cut sides and carried him
character enters into its composition.
aBhore. He did not get over the shock
This dean and pure cough cure
10g25
Spring lamb,
06
Tongues, each
for several dsyB. The logs which were cut
cures coughs that cannot be cored
freak Pish.
to get him through attracted considerable
by any other medicine.
06 Smelts, tb
Cod,
It has saved thousands from conattention in the boom at the turning place
08 “»hrimpH, qt
Haddock,
sumption.
afterwards.
Halibut,
12918 Finnan haddle, tb
It has saved thousands of lives.
fiO Scallops.
Oysters, qt
A heavy freBhet in 1845 did great dam25 Flounders, doz
Clams, qt
A 25c. bottle contains 40 doses.
age to mills and booms, carrying oB logs.
fuel.
At all drnggistB', 25c., 50c. and $1.
In 1887, in the spring, a heavy freshet car»vuu-wi aura
Don't accept anything else.
7 50 ried
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00§6 SO
away Brimmer's bridge and swept the
8 00 $5 00
75
Stove,
Dry soft,
and
were carried to
drift
stuB
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w load
load
river;
logs
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Nut,
sea.
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Blacksmith'*
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We promptly obtain U. B. and Foreign
Floor, Oreli a and Peed.
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Oats, bn
55@f 0
Flour—per bbl—
4 SO *5 so Shorts—bag— 185 tji 40
The Maine Central railroad has leased
Corn, 100B bag 115*1 85 Mixed feed, bar,
14" gl 45 the Portland & Rumford Falls railroad.
Corn meal,ba» 1 l.*(£l 25 Middling*, hag 145 4165
Cracked corn, 1 15<g}l 25 Cotton seed meal, 165
E. M. Gerrish, one of the leading mer) Bend model, sketch or photo of inyention 1
chants of Lisbon, died Wednesday of last
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
For free book,
* report <?n patentability.
week.
salt s*>all weigh 6"
A bushel of Liverpool
iwtoBecureVpjinC
||JID VC ***
tents and
I nAUt”MAn&0_to
poun is, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
David W. Potter, of Bangor, a reCapt.
weigh 70 poends.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes tired sea captain, died Thursday, aged
In good order an < lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds, eighty-three years.
of apple*, 44 pou nds
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
aged
Leroy Hodgkins, of Brewer,
good order and lit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
twenty-two, a fireman of the Maine Cenot wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6
OPPOSITE U S PATENT OFFICE
was
an
of
onions
struck
of
56
tral
52,
corn,
by
engine at
pounds;
railroad,
pounds;
of carrots, Kngl'sh turnips, rye and
pounds;
the western station in Bangor last WedWASHINGTON. D C.
Indian meal, SO pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats, nesday night, sustaining fatal ^injuries.
32 pounds, or even measure as uv agreement.
He was removed to the Eastern Maine
general hospital, where he died four hours
A Good Columbo Colt.
later.
contracted with the City of BU»
Good Columbo colts are being heard
w-irtb to support and care for those who
The Maine agricultural experiment stafrom very often now, and will be heard
iu t\ .e 0
during the next too VMM
tion is now mailing bulletin No. 140, in- smi siv tagiil resident*
of Nil*worth. I nrtM
from still more often daring the next few
of fertilizers. The bulletin con- nil kioi'MiiiM rm-iiuK them on my account, am
spection
i« plenty of room and aocommortattous to
tdere
years. Dr. H. D. Worth, of East Corinth, tains the
analyses of the samples of fer- •are tv/i Lieu; at the City farmhouse.
in a recent letter to E. H. Greely, saya:
M. I Dimmur.
from manufacturers,
tilizers received
It would please me very much to have you
see my filly; then you could judge for yourself regarding her speed. C. B. Brown, Dr.
Uninspected worms am the
McCurdy and Oscar Pickett, of Bangor, have
cause of numerous little things
seen and ridden after her at different times;
that go wrong with children.
also Mr. Lee, the man who writes for the
When a child is sick you
Turf% Farm and Home. They all pronounce
her the b*st colt they ever saw of her age.
rarely think that Its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
She is black with a small star, fourteen
either directly or indirectly, are the
hands and weighs about 625 pounds. There is
of
of all the ills of childhood.
cause
three
limbs
head,
about
her
conformation,
quarters
nothing
Children, and often-times adults feel out of sorts, are
or feet, that 1 would change. I have a mare
irritable, feel listless and tmrefreshed in the morning; suffer with
which I won a wagon race with at Exeter last
indigestion, have a variable appetite, foul tongue, offensive breath;
fall. I drove a mile in three minutes. The
hard
and
full belly, with occasional gripings and pains about the navel; eyes
a
has
Mr.
lead
her
Hunting
easily.
filly can
heavy, and dull; itching cf the nose; short, dry cough; grinding of the teeth;
filly four years old by Hod Wilkes which he
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions—in the majority of cases the
has handled since she was weaned, and has
cause of all the trouble is worms though you may not suspect their presence.
considered her very promising. He challenged
I
could
me about the middle of February.
Mr. Whittier owns a
beat him easily.
—

..

__

-.

Cough

Kenife Balsam

PATENTS

I

GAS NOW!
Pauper Notice

Having
1

Broomal

mare seven

years old which he has

thought well of. When Mr. Brown was here
last Thursday I asked Whittier to drive with
me a little, and the result was in my favor.
Any time during the past two months I
could haul you and myself a three-minute
gait easily. There is no question in my mind
but that the colt can and will show 2.40 speed
any time when the road is good. She is a better colt than I have ever seen. I have named
her Colombia. I have refused an offer of
$800, and have been asked if $1,000 would be

accepted.

_________

Jimmy—My little brother spoke for d?
Teacher—And did
first time yesterday.
he say “Goo goo?”
Jimmy-— Naw! He

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

a pure vegeiaDie compound, nas Deen me sianaara
household remedy since 1851; it never fails to
expel not only worms but all waste matter, leaving the blood rich and pure, the stomach sweet,
the bowels regular and the whole system strong
and healthy.
The mother who gives her children Dr. True’s
Elxir regularly is wise, because it not only increases the appetite, acts as a preventative of
coughs, cold, fever and worms but gives rugged,
robust health.
Sold by all Druggists. Price 35c, 50c and $1.00.
Write for free booklet,
•*
Children and tkeir Diseases."

ML J. F. TRUE ft CO.,

Aibon, Me,

said'^kidoo!”

Three meals

each

day

You must partake,
You need some bread,
You want some cake.

“TownTalk’Tlour
(Amerloa’a Qeemteet

Winter Wheat Patent)

is far ahead

for
Jtsk your Grocer for "Tld.Blts" from "Town Talk”
Cook-book.

—

the latest

or

making

cake

bakinfif bread.
°

s
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This week’s edition ot The
American is 2.200 copies.

Avenge for

the year of

2,304

1906,

WBDNB8DAY, APRIL 10, 1MT.
We have it on what we regard as
reliable authority that the engineer*
will

survey of the
route of the proposed electric rallway
between Ella worth tnd Bar Harbor on
April 22, or as soon thereafter aa the
commence

the

weather conditions will

permit.

Opinion may be divided as to the
wisdom ol Rev. H. N. Pringle’s
methods of sappressing the illegal sale
of liquor in Maine, bat there can be
bnt one opinion aa to the outrage
perpetrated upon him at Bar Haroor
last week. That public-spirited comeannot afford to permit the
insult to itself ss well as to the viotim
of tbe assault to go unpunished, and
doubtless it will not.

munity

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Many brown-tail moth
found at Esst Surry.

nests

are

being

The new lobster measuring law will go
into effect to-morrow at midnight. Tbe
legal lobster thereafter must be four and
three-fourths inches from nose to end of

body

shell.
_

The Arctic steamer Roosevelt may nuke
another north pole exploration trip right
away, according to press reports from
New York, to the effect that Commander
Peary now has the (200,000 necessary for
the expedition, and will start before
July 1.
_

for

Contract

Collection

of

Taxes

Approved and Signed.
A recess meeting of the board of aiderMayor
men was held Monday evening.
Greely presided; aldermen present. Stuart.
Curtis

B¥ TNk

Sbbrttiirmmt*.

CITY MKKTING.

The principal business of the evening
the approval of contract with Austin
M. Foster for collection of taxes. The
committee appointed at the last meeting
reported a contract with Mr. Foster for
the collection of the taxes of 1907 fora
commission of 2 per cent.
Except in
matter of compensation of the collector,
which for the past two years has been
|2,000, and the division of payments in 76
per cent, the first year and 25 per oent. the
second year, instead of 85 and 16 per cent.,
the contract is the same as that made with
Collector J. H. Breeaahan. for the years
1905 and 1908.
It stipulates that 75 per unit, of the tax
must be turned over to the city treasurer
within the first municipal year, and the
balance within the second municipal year.
At least 910,000 must be paid over before
August 1 next, and additional payments
of at least |5,000 must be made before the
first of each subsequent month to Jan. 1,
1900, the balance of the 75 per cent, to be
paid on or before the next annual municipal settlement.
The contract was signed by Mr. Foster,
and lor the city by Mayor Greely and Aldermen Stuart, Curtis and Alexander.
The contract was accompanied by a bond
for |5,000, the sureties being C. C. Burr ill
and C. R. Foster.
The contract and bond were approved,
and ordered recorded and filed, together
with Mr. Foster’s bids, as submitted at
the previous meeting.
A. E. Moore, who has a contract with
the city for a city dump on his property
on High street, reported that proper care
was not being taken of rubbish deposited
there. Aid. Stnart and Curtis were appointed a committee to investigate and report at the next regular meeting.
Aid. Stuart reported that a petitior was
being prepared by residents of the locality, asking for a series light at the corner
of High and Washington streets.
Aid. Curtis suggested the advisability of
having the arc light on Water street, near
the foot of Washington street, raised several feet. He said the light was low, and
by raising it a few feet it would shine over
the crown of the hill below it and farther
np Washington street, giving much better
servioe.
Street Commissioner Hurley reported
that the boiler at the rock crushing plant
was in bad shape, and suggested that it be
overhauled or a new one bought. It will

which

a

rat-trap

baited with corn and meal.
They were found there in the morning,
and were released unharmed.
was

inspected.
Adjourned.

hotel, when he was set upon by a gang
roughs with eggs, rocks and other mis-

his
of

for home in pain and weakness soon to
the choir invisible. The services at
the home were conducted by hia pastor,
Rev. Mr. Pearson. The dowers from the
orders were verv beautiful, also a duster
from Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth. The family
is full of gratitude to friends and neijh
for many kindnesses
bors and

join

shown.

lodges

BUCKSPORT.
The death of Felker Lowell Temple in
Hampden Saturday morning was a shook
to his many friends here. Although born
in Hampden, he bad spent many yean of
his life in Bucksport- He graduated from
the seminary and a few years ago returned
here from Vermont and started a nursery
The past year be had
on the shore road.
been here only a few days at a time owing
to the demands of the business of ti^
nursery which he and other business men
of Bangor had started in Hampden.

siles.

fell on top of him in the struggle; that
Jcllison’s face was indelibly impressed
upon his mind and that he was positive
he could not be mistaken in the man.
Mr. Jellison was acquitted of the charge,
Jbeing able to establish by reputable witnesses the fact that he could not have been
guilty, as his movements w'ere traced from
early evening until after the affray.
The report from Bar Harbor to the Bangor A'eteft this morning to the effect that
the Pringle case had been dropped, seems
rather premature. In Ellsworth to-day it
looks

as

if the

case

bad

been

anything

but dropped. Thirty or forty witnesses
have been summoned from Bar Harbor to
appear before the grand jury here to-day,
and it looks from this end decidedly as if
there

was

something doing.

It is a dangerous thing to be prosperous.
The crucible of adversity is a less severe
trial to the Christian than the refining pot
of prosperity.—C. H. Spurgeon.
conquor fate and necessity,
to them in such a manner as to be greater than if we could.—
Landor.
We cannot

yet

we

can

President
ARNO W. KINO.
JOHN A. PETERS. Vice-President
Cnshler
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
LEONARD M. MOORE. Asst. Cnshler

Capital,
$50,900.00

A. W.

$65,000.00
$970,000.00
WE

YOUR

This store opens tbs Spring season of 1907 with a moat complete equipment of
wanted Merchandise. It has taken much thought, much care, much intelligent
selection to gather this collection, bnt now that it is all hare, all properly
priced, all properly displayed in the variooa sections, we feel amply repaid for
the work done. Now we incite you to come and investigate all this bright,
seasonable newness. We invite you to be among the first to choose. You’ll And
styles at top notch. Yon’U And qualities most reliable. You’ll And prices
absolutely fair and Just. You'll And that this stare’s highest aim is to be of
honest service to.you la every detail. We have often emphasised the satisfaction
of early select ion. We would particularly emphasise that fact now.

Savings Dept.
Next quarter
begins April I,

Oallert

Myer

INVITE

The FRESHEST, NEWEST, BEST.

Annum.

King,

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
J. A. Petem,
E. H. Ureely,
8. B. Havey,

Deposits,

Deposit

Vaults,
$4 to $20 per

Directors:

Surplus,

I

Safe

CORRESPONDENCE.

•v

JUgal Nottefc.

OBITUARY.

NOTICE oV^ORKCL08DRE
Mary Zetta, wife of Charles W. Eaton,
Julia P. Morrison, in her own
after a long and painful Uliram, died at
WHEREa8,
right nod Charles b. Morrisou, husher home on Court (tree* last Friday, band of the said Julia P. Morri-on. bythr I r
mortgage deed. dat« d Maj 9, IN#, and recorded
Aprilfi.
May 10. IMU, In vol 236. page 289. Oi the iegt«
Mrs. Eaton was the daughter of the late try of deeds for Hancock'county. Maine conto me, the undersigned three certain
Frank Giles, of Ellsworth Falla. She was ▼eyed
lots or parcels of land, the first situated in
the mother of eleven children, ten of said Ellsworth, ou the eastern side of Union
riser near the head of the Palls, bounded and
whom are living, and were present at the described
as foi owe. to wit:
Beginning at a
funeral, which was held Monday, Rev. J. stake on the south side of the mill road;
north eighty-flte degrees east sixteen
Interment at thence
P. Bimonton officiating.
rods to a stake tor a cornet; them e south four

Woodbine cemetery.
Mrs. Eaton was a woman of strong
character, and was possessed of many admirable qualities. She was devoted to her
family, the unusual size of which necessarily kept her closely within the family
circle.
Inst October she went to Portland and
successfully underwent an operation for
the removal of a tumor. It was of a cancerous nature; it rapidly developed, and
She
was the immediate occasion of death.
was a patient sufferer, although she was
conscious of the inevitable result.
Besides her husband and five sons and
five daughters, she leaves s mother and
one brother
Ernest, both of whom have
made their home with her for some years.
All the children live at home except the
oldest son—John, who is an engineer on a
yacht out of New York, and a married
daughter—Mrs. Thomas DeLaittre, of
Salisbury Cove.
The family has the wannest sympathy
of a large circle of acquaintances and
friends.

Stolen.
BbVnKET

the Next Two Months.

The big fresh lines of standard makes of Mattings, Oilcloths and Linoleums
are ail here.
Bo are the Rage, Art Squares; soars the Lace Curtains, Roller
Curtains, Portieres, Couch Covert and other Draperies. The beet line in the city

New Silks and Dress Goods.
Each enceeding season the designer, the dyer and the weaver add fresh
to their previous season's work. This ssason the products of the looms
are little short Of perfection. Rich weaves at moderate prioee. Yon should see
this handsome array of new eiik and dress goods; yon should carefully Investigate their merits; this done, your choosing will be easy. We particularly call
your attention to the line of suitings in mixed end plaids; also in plain colors it
50c. per yard. Also our line at 75c and 91-00 per yard. The strongest Hues of
any store in Eastern Maine.

triumphs

i.and

one hall degrees east eleven
stake and stones; thence south

rods to a
eighty one
west siitetn rods, more or less, to a
stake for a corner; thence north four and onehall degrees wt si passing to the west of stable
about two rods to the p>ace ol beginning.
Being the same premi es conveyed to Pamela

degrees

C. Williamson by deed of James F. Davis,
dated September B, lsfit, and recorded in
Hancock county registry «f deeds, vol. 141,
page ICO.
The second lot situated In said Ellsworth,
snd being the same premise# to said Williamson conveyed by deed of Robert Gerry, dated
August IV, 1897, and recorded in the said registry, voi. 141. page 101. Which deed is hereoy
made a part of misdeed.
The third lot situated in ssid Ellsworth,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the centre of the county ro*d leading lioui Ellsworth to Amherst on the southerly line of the Kben Morrison homestead
lot; theuce easterly on the line of said lot
two hundred rods to a cedar stake marked
B. J. A. D. 1867; thence at right angles southerly by land formerly owned by Sterling H
Haynes and Alexander Morrison about sixty
rods to land formerly of Charles Jarvis;
thence westerly by s>id Jarvis line two bundled rods to the centre of the toad aforesaid;
the nee northerly on said road to the place of
beginning. being tbe s*me premises to said
Williaim-on conveyed by deed of William 8.
Bunker, dated February 17,1870, and recorded
in said registry in oi. i41, page 102, to which
mortgage deed to me and the record thereof
reference is heie made.
If the person who jI express
And whereas, the condition of said mortstole the street blsnket from John E. I
gage is broken and now remains broken snd
vrden’s stable st Hancock, on the n *t»t of I
unperformed,
March 16, will return same, he will avoid sure i
Now therefore, I. the undersigned,tbe morttrouble.
gagee in *atd mortgage, claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage, because of tbe breach of the
condition thereof and give this notice of my
intention to foreclose said mortgage, as provided by statute because of the breach of the
Everard H. Gbbbly.
Odd Fellows hall. April 2. a gold condition thereof.
and black enameled pin. Will finder
Ellsworth, Maine, April 8, a. d. 1907.
please lehve at F. A. Orcwtt’s shop.'Water
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
street. Ellsworth?
Eben C. Warren of Oti#,
Hancock county. State ot Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twelfth aay of
November, a. d 1901. and recorded in vo) 871.
12i, conveyed to Andrew P. Witwell.
WANTED
Opportunity for bright
ereanati T. Giles. Eugene Hale and Everard
boy to learn priming trade. Apply at H.
Grtely, a certain lot or parcel of land »ituIbr American office.
a ed in Mariaville. in said county o
Haucock,
ot 14 or 15 years to work in grocery and bout ded snd described as follows, to wit:
Beginning si a stake and sto es on the weststory. Apply to C. W. Gbindal, Water
ern line of me road leading from Ellsworth
8t.. Ellsworth.
to Mariaville. and in tbe division line between
land now or formerly of Rudeu Jelliton. and
laud now or formerly of Daniel Jordan;
thence weston said division liue one huudreu
twenty two rt da to a uitch tree; thence
property on Water street. snd
rpHK H. W. C*rr
south
tbirtv-lwo rods to a s ake; thence east
A
consisting of large two*story store .*>*45.
The se ond *tory is fitted for dwelling with all and parallel to said division liue ne huodied
There are nine finished and twelve rods to said roud; theuce northhardwood floors.
rooms
The store is fitted with fine refrigers- eastedy on the westerly line of stid road to
Said lot contains
tor. couners. she ving. ice boxes lor fi«h. etc. I the place of beginning.
twenty acres mo e or less, and being the same
There is a good stable, *is stalls, also an iie
house. The property to build to-day would premises conveyed to .lames Kimbail by Eneu
E. Church by his d»ed dated June 16. 1*8A, and
cost over #6,000.
Will bell at a gre it bargain,
re orded in book 207. page 18s. of said Hanand on easy terms.
Geo d. Grant.
cock county registry of
deeds; and the
Light road wagon, in good re- same premises o/iveyed by James P Kimpair. Inquire of Andrbw Moou, tils- | ball to the grantees herein named, by
worth. Me.
j his mortgage deed dated Sept. .V 1895, and
j recorded in said registry, in vol- 293. page 322;
I and the same premises ibis day conveyed
by stid W swell, Giles Greely and Hale to
tbe said Eben C- Warren, which deed la not
recorded, to which s*id deeds and the
yet
CARD OF THANKS.
records thereof express reference is hereby
undersigned wish to express their made for a further description.
rpHR
heartfelt tfanks to the many
A
And whereas the condition of said mort
eighbors
and friends who in so many ways manifested gage is broken and unperformed, and whereas
their sympathy during the long illness and at tbe undersigned. Emma G. Wtswell. is the
the time of the death of Mrs. Eaton.
Espec- tfuly appointed and qualified executrix of the
ially do we thank those who contributed so last will and-testament of the said Andrew
many and such bea .liful flowers.
P. Wiswell,
CUARLks W. Eaton and Famu.y.
Now therefore we, the undersigned, claim a
Ellsworth, April #, IH07.
foreclosure of ssid mortgage beesuseo! the
b each of the conditions thereof, snd give
nv ■ ■ v>n.
nraivini.
this notice of our iuteution to foreclose the
not trespass in Cunieulocas Park. 1 same for breach of the conditions thereof, ms
demand protection to life and property rsquired by statute.
Ellsworth, Maiue, April 1.1907.
from the oonnty of Hancock, the Slate of
Emma G. Wiswbll.
Maine, and the United States of America
Jbkbmiah T. Gilhs.
Many C. Frrt* Austin.
Euobmb Ha lb.
Evbbabd H. Gbbkly.

yield

What a splendid type of tireless activity is
the sun as the psalmist describes it issuing
like “a bridegroom from his chamber and relike a strong man to run a race”.
joicingman
ought to rise in the morning reEvery
renewed bv rest,
f eshed by slumber and
eager for the straggle of the day. But how
rarely this is so. Most people rise still unreeshed, and dreading the strain of the day’s
labors. The cause of this is deficient vitality,
and behind this lies a deficient supply of
pure, rich blood, and an inadequate nourishment of the body. There is nothing that will
give a man strength and energy, as will Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery. It does
this by increasing the quantity and quality of
the blood supply. This nourishes the nerves,
f< eds the brain, builds up enfeebled organs,
aid gives that sense of strength and power
which makes the struggle of life a joy. The
•good feeling” which follows the use of
‘•Golden Medicsl Discovery” is not due to
stimulation, as it contains no alcohol. The
ingredients are plainly stated on the bottlewrapper. It does not “brace-up” the body,
but builds it up into a condition of sound and
vigorous health.

gTREET

Carpets, Rugs, Draperies,

Perhaps the Most Important department In the store During

Wash Dress Goods and White Goods.
Yon will And oar equipment of Sommer Cotton fabrics mast complete. The
bright, breezy beauty of the printed Cottons such as Ginghams, Mnslins, Percales
will appeal to yon. The white goods in all their snowy freshness will tempt you.
We have anticipated the demand for Drees linens, Persian lawns, Muslins,
Figured Organdies, Mouaaeline de Soic and in fact almost every kind of weave
suitable for Waists, Baits and Skirts. Take the assortment in all, it is the best.

News hor Housekeepers.
The standard ataple atocka of all-the-yaar-round good* have been fully
repleniahed. It ia your buying time now for Table Linena, Towels, Napkins,
Crashes, Bedspreads, Sheets, Pillow Slips and scores of other itema of every-day
household goods. We invite your careful Inspection of these new lines, firmly
believing you will find them to you liking.

I

Ready-To-Wear Garments.

—

Mr. Pringle was knocked dow n and
rolled about in the mud, and in some way
received a severe scalp wnund.
EAST SULLIVAN.
Monday afternoon Otha Jellison was
OBITUARY.
arrested, charged with assault on Mr.
Mrs. Sarah Billings, wife of Willis BilPringle. The hearing w as before Judge
lings, and daughter of Theodore Johnson Clark, of the Bar Harbor municipal court.
and wife, of this place, was buried from The court room was
packed.
herhome in Franklin, Thursday, April 4. I There was a number of witnesses on both
Mrs. Billings leaves four small children, I sides and it was 12.30 o’clock
Tuesday
six brothers—Milton, Chester, Ernest
morning w'hen the case was finished.
and
and
two
sisters
Herbert
Charles,
Fred,
; The State's case was conducted by County
—Mrs. Delia Billings and Miss Beatrice
Attorney Wood, aud Mr. Jellison was repher
at
the
who
was
with
suter
Johnson,
resented by E. S. Clark and E. N. Bendose of her long and weary illness. Er- | son.
nest Johnson came from Boston to attend
air. rriBK>e wbuhcu uwt jeuuon was
the funeral._
the man who grappled with him and who

Algeria* Martin, son of Philip and Lacy
Rand Martin, born in Frazier’s Creek,
Goulds boro, July 12,1834, died here March
-31 last. He eras married to Miss Margaret Pettee Peb. 22, 1868, and forty-nine
years they have ‘lived happily together.
Besides the widow, Mr. Martin leaves three
sons, Ernest, Richard and Herbert, the
latter, with his wife, making his home
with his parents. Of his father’s family,
two brothers, Leander and William, are
living, and one sister, Mrs. Emmeline
Hathaway, of Jacksonville.
Mr. Martin was a carpenter, and in this
line was considered
an
artist, being
always in demand for difficult w'ork.
Though suffering for years with an incurable disease, he gave to the world
cheerful countenance and toiled on when
many would have given up the struggle.
He was a member of the J. O. U. A. M.
and Daughters of Liberty. Both lodges
were
untiring with their efforts of
assistance during his illness, attended
the service in bodies and held burial
services in Birchtree cemetery.
Mr. Martin was a member of the Methodist church and in the choir his vacant
place will be most noticed. He was in his
|>lace two weeks before his death, starting

Of ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

was

be

Spring floods Ready
M. GALLERT’S.

Ti FIRST NATIONAL BANK

and Alexander.

Ellsworth’s Teddy bears are about the
most popular attraction at the sportsASSAULTED BY MOB.
men’s show in Boston. The Boston Journal says: “The two little Teddy bears
N.
H.
Rev.
Pringle Victim of
near the ocelot,
porcupine, foxes and
Roughs at Bar Harbor.
other animals, are a whole box full of tun.
Rev. H. N. Pringle, of Waterville, secreThey gambol and play and tease each tary of the Maine Civic league, who ha*
is
other all the time. Their cage
tb? maggained considerable notoriety because ad
net for spectators to line up six and seven
his temperance crusade, was the victim of
front
deep, and some of those who get
a brutal assault at Bar Harbor last Friday
for
a
positions ‘hog it’ and stay there
evening.
half hour or longer.”
The assault was the outcome of the arrest of Orrin Haynes, on complaint of Mr.
of
the
recent
During
snowstorms, many
with single sale. Haynes
the early birds who fonnd their food Pringle, charged
is only twenty years of age, mentally weak.
of
cut
off
a
blanket
snow,
by
supply
was arraigned in court and held
courted the friendship and bounty of the Haynes
for examination as to his mental conhuman family, and were fed. At North
ditions.
Castine Mrs. Dora A. Leach fed them
The arrest of Haynes caused considercracked corn, and they flocked about and
able feeling against Mr. Pringle among
their
even entered the outbuildings in
the rum element, and this culminated in
eagerness to obtain the food. Several
the assault Friday evening. Mr. Pringle
of these bold birds got into an unexjust left the Y. M. C. A. building to go to

pected predicament, by entering

l887-i907.

We start the spring selling in our Garment section with a thoroughly up-todate equipment of Tailor Made Suits, Jackets, Coats, Separate Skirts, Wrappers,
Shirt Waists and others. We have had the very best to choose from and we hare
selected the beat things as to style. We guarantee our prices in this department to be lower and styles as up-to-date as it is possible to be.
An early
inspection here will more than repay you.

lc*t.

PIN—At

The Glove News.

WHEREAS.

fttlp TOanUfe.

Jage

BOY

|

Needless to tell you the Glove stock is now at its best. The twelve and six*
teen button length in both Kid or Fabric gloves will be as scarce and difficult to
procure as they were last season. We have them at present; oor advice is buy
these now to make sure of them.

BOY

Jot Salt.

|

WaGON

Hosiery

j
j
j

—

Spmai Kolutbs

Muslin Underwear.
Each

the demand for made Under-Muslin increase. The greatest
demand is during the Spring and Summer months. The stock of Nightgowns,
Skirts, Corset-covers and Drawers is much larger this season by reason of increasel demand. Kindly mske an inspection.

Assessors’ Notice.
To the Inhabitants of the City of Ellsworth and
ail persona liable to be assessed therein:
You are h-reby uotifi d that the Ass ssors
will l»e In sessiou at the A derineii’* room tu the
City Ha l Monday, (he first day of Apnl and
eacn suc -eedmg secular
day until the 15th. from
eight till four o’clock, for the purpose
receiving true and perfe t lists of the polls and all estate-, both real and personal, not exempt from
taxation, which >ou nia* be possessed of the
first day of April. 1907. iu said Oily 01 Ellsworth,
which list you are requested to make and bring
iu.
Hrnry L. Moor,
Charles A. Joy,
Roscob Holmes,
Assessors.

116

Overlooking

the Ocean.

stately maples ou lawn; GfiO feet shore,
bathing and boats; 17 roo <• house, large stable,
outbuildings; all good repair; keen a dozen
cows. 60 apple trees; near boat landing, Coast
of Maine. To settle estate only $3,600, part
cash. For picture of house see tarn. 12.205, page
13

acres,

of “Str uu’s List 18”.

It describes 500 other

big bargains through ut ten States. Maned
FREE. ft.. A. sTRiiUT CO., 333 W.ter
street, Augusta. Me.

A

WANTED

man who understands
of a gasolene launch.

running and taking

Also to make himself generally useful around iny house at Ecgetnoggin for the months of June, July, August
and part of September. If the man is the
kind of a man. will hire b>m (or the vear. Also
want a woman for general housework at the
same place.
Mau and wife would be good.
Address Jambs H. Haynes. 55 Urwe Street,
Bangor, Me.
care

night

2.tgal Notius.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of Sarah

Stubbs, late
of Bucksport, in the county of Hancock, deceased. and given bonds as the law directa.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement* and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Tbbodorb H. Smith.
April 10, 1907.

I

by

mortgage

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand bine hundred and
seven.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of

Gardiner Sherman, late of the city, county
and state of New York, deceased, and of the
thereof in said county and state of
ew York, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock tor the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successive'y
in toe Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the seventh day of May
a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Eden (Bar Harbor),
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probata.
A true copy of the original.
!
Attest:—T. P. Mahoney, Register.

Rrobate

Those having trouble with Corsets
them not to.

warrant

TRIMMINGS. A COMPLETE AND FULL
ASSORTMENT.
Everything In thexe lines New and Up to Date.

DRESS

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

de

dated September 12, a. d. <000. and recorded In
Hancock touuiy, Maine, registry of deeds,
book 358. page 239. conveyed to William
Finney, of Brookii e, county of Norfolk, and
state of Massachusetts, a certain lot or parcel
of laud with aU the buildings thereon, in Tre*
moot.
Hancock county, b-ate of Maioe,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake aud stones on the
northwest corner of stitl lot at the southwest
corner of land of Myrou King: thence south*
erly by the road leading by the dwelling*
bouse of John L. Stanley, William King
and Charles L Stanley to the road le-iding
easterly towards the shore bv the “Ocean
House"; thence eaater y to a stone containing an iron bolt; thence northerly through the
center of a well to a stone containing an iron
bolt and a cedar post in the line fence along
the aou'herly line of Myron King's lot;
thence westerly about twelve rods to the
bound first mentioned, to contain one half
acre more or less, with access to said well and
nse of the water therefrom, aud
being the
same premises deeded to me by deed of even
date, and whereas the condition of said rnort*
has
been
now
broken,
g«ge
therefore, by reason of the oreach of the condition thereof. I
claim a foreclosure of stid mortgage.
Dated March 8, a. d. 1907.
William Finnb\,
By Geo R. Fuller, his attorney.

A

we

Van Deu

sen.

stat**

Corset called the Loonier.

Laces and Embroideries
AND

August*
of Bi'sion, county of Suffolk and
WHKRBAS,
of Masnacbuseiis
ber
d
1

a new

breaking over the hips should try these;

rxnri.umrnr

Aimed*

does

TO FIT ANY SHAPE OR FORM.
We have

aUmtrugrmtnt*.

«»r

season

Corsets

DO

-«wiu.r.

and Underwear.

At all times and at all seasons is the Hosiery and Underwear section replete
with the best products of the best manufacturers. At no time, though, is it so
completely representative as at the beginning of the season. No department in
the store receives more careful attention, no department is more freely patronized. If you want satisfaction for your money we invite you to make your parchases of your hosiery and Underwear at this store.

For Men. Women, Minxes and Children—the Mont

Attractive

Line in the City.
We make a specialty of Children’s Shoes. If yon want satisfactory foot-wear,
don’t forget us.
The Btong values represented in thisannounoementare merely representation!
awaiting you. We keep almost everything in our line.
Reliable goods at lowest prices is and always has been oar rule. Our argument!
why you should buy of us are: Best stock, reliable goods and lowest prices consistent with quality.
of

numberleaa others

_

M.

GALLERT,

ELLSWORTH.MAINE.

legal Wotfccfc

legal Notices.

^

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the second day of April, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
seven.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
Cadwalader Evaus Ogden, late of the city,
county, and state of New York, deceased, and
of the probate thereof in said county and
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the Judge of probate
for onr said county of Hancock for the pur*
pose of tfcing allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, prior to the seventh day of Mav,
a. d. 1907, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Eden (Bar Harbor),
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Piobate.
A true copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoxby, Register.

A

STATIC or MAINEHancock ■■.-At a prob»te court
Ellsworto, la and for»»ldcounly °* T
on the second day of April, in tbe
our Lord oo« thonaand nine hundrea

“Set,

““iVot
d

■oven.

purporting

w

be
f

CERTAIN instrument
a copy of the Inst will and
A
»»<1
«arriet V Ogden, late of the city.
prostate of New York, deceased, and of tb«
bate thereof in said county and state10
York, duly authenticated, having been
sented to the Judge of probate for our
county of Hancock for the pu> pose°*
allowed, filed and recorded in the p
court of our said county of Hancock-

Ke„
j*id

Ordered:
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all
persons
rtA,pannfl

That notice thereof
Ini.
Sl.AM.ifl.
bv
therein, by
interested

tfjfhiaf
p^ 'g%eiy
DUD110«*—

8UCf*!pa0#i
uewsp
r”nf-HaB*
a.u*
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of
seventh day
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a copy of this order three weeks
a
in tne
the Ellsworth
eaiawortn American,
Amencau, »
said
at Ei
It worth. in
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E,mworm,
pnuiru nil
printed
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cock, prior to the
1»7, that they may appear
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then to_ be heia at Eden (Bar
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and ror
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m
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said county ot
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ca
o’clock in the forenoon, and show
any they have, against the same.
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Judge of rrv
EDWARD B. CHASE. Juagru»
A true copy of the original’
Reej3terBegJ
Attest:—T. F. Maho.vbv,
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BORN.
ALLEN—At Stonington. March 21, to Mr and
Mr# Marion A Allen, a Ron.
BONSEY—At Surry. March 22, to Mr and Mrs
Hollia Bonaey, a daughter.
CLARK—At Frauklin, March SI, to Mr and
Mrs Leonard B Clark, a daughter.
DBBECK—At Franklin, March 80, to Dr and
Mrs 8 8 DeBeck, a daughter.
GBRRI8H-At West Sullivan. March SO, to
Mr and Mrs Ralph F Gerrish, a daughter,

make better food with

f Genevieve.)

GRAY—At Castine, March 27, to Mr and Mrs
Leslie C Gray, a daughter.
GRAY—At Brooksville. April 2, to Mr and
Mrs Winfield Gray, a son.
GRAY—At Orland, April 8, to Mr and Mrs
Dean B Gray, a daughter.
HARKI MAN-At Franklin, March 28, to Mr
and Mrs Charles F Harriman, a son.
HOOPER—At Fairfield, March IS, to Dr and
C Hooper, a daughter. [Annie Drum-

Powder
ABSOLUTELY

Mrs^E

**&&&&

KOCH—At Sedgwick, April 8, tq Rev and Mrs
C C Koch, a son. [Garth Colet.)
MAGUS—At Stonington, April 2, to Mr and
Mrs Eriuinio Magus, a son.
MCHARDY—At Bluehill, April 2, to Mr and
Mrs John w McHardy, a son.
MITCHELL—At Spokane, Wash, March 24, to
Mr and Mrs Asa A Mitchell, a daughter.
8COTT—At North Sullivan, March 7, to Mr
and Mrs James Scott, a son.
STAPLES—At Atlantic, April ft* to Mr and
Ifva Freeman Staples, a daughter.
WILLEY—At Sullivan, April 6, to Mr and Mrs

BURE

’*

Lighter, sweeter,

more

palatable

and wholesome.

»

Ernest

Willey, a son.

MAHdlKD.
CARTE R-A L LKN

HANCOCK

S. J.

COURT.

APRIL TERM BEGAN
MORNING.

BIO.
2358.
181.

TUESDAY

88.

BKVBBAL IMPORTANT CIVIL AND CRIMINAL CASKS
WILL BB TRIED.
THAT

INDICATIONS

2279.
2352.

THB COURT.

2285.
2324.

Presiding Juatice-H«s«*Y C. Psabouy,
Portland
Clerk—Johk P. Knowi.tox, Ellsworth.
H. Wood. Bor
Connty Attorney—Cb aoloo

2310.

Monday. April IS.
Watts vs. Ella worth.
King; Peters,
Stuart.
Carter vs. Bweetser. Benson; Spofford.
Rodlck Co. vs. Pineo.
Peters, Wood;
Pineo.
vs.
Newman.
Sargent
Harley; Peters.
Tuesday, April JO.
D. A L.;
Atwood vs. Maine Hub Co.
Blanchard, Stearns.
Sorrento vs. Whitmore. I). A L., Whiting; H. A H.
Werlneaday, April 17.
Conners vs. Timayenis. D. A L.; Peters.
Harris vs. King, Biehardson Co. Cook
ft Small; Johnson.
Thur$day, April 18.
Leslie vs. Holyoke. Fellows; Appleton,
D. AL.
State vs Clay. Wood; Cunningham.

Harbor.
Sheriff—Bvoort H. Mato. Ellaworth.
2408.
Crier—Bobko Loaco, Buckaport.
Indications are that several important
Deputies—Buokb Loach. Buckaport; David
W. Carney, Ellaworth; Micbabl A. Sbba, civil and criminal cases will be tried. The
Par Harbor; Jakob 8. Fkbbald, Tremont.
Stenographer—J. A. Haydbe. Portland.
Messenger—Hamlin Maddockb, Ellaworth.

grand jury, which began work yesterday
afternoon, is expected to report by the
end of the week. To-day the Pringle
assault case is being investigated, and a
The April term ol the supreme court for
crowd of witnesses from Bar Harbor
Hancock county opened yeoterdoy morn- big
is in towm.
C.
Justice
with
Peobody
preHenry
ing,
siding. Justice Peobody hos another asBOARD OK TRADE.
signment alter this week ond Justice LesC. Cornish will take the term here next
week.
lie

A Slim Attendance—Little Business
Transacted.
The attendance at the regular monthly
TDe attorneys present ai> me upeuiuK
; meeting of the Ellsworth board of trade
coart were as follows:
last Monday evening w'as disappointingly
A.
W.
B.
T.
F.
A.
Sowle,
Burnham,
small. The fact was generally commented
M.
A.
Hall, j on, and several suggestions were offered
Peters, Henry
King, John
George R. Stuart, F. L. Mason, L. F. Giles, ! during the evening as to how a better atH.
L. j tendance
D. E. Harley, John F. Knowlton,
may be secured.
Crabtree, R. E. Mason, W. E. Whiting, 1
president w nuney was in me cnair, ana
1
E. J. Walsh, Ellsworth; O. P. Cunning- Clerk Tapley recorded. Tbe reading of
ham, O. F. Fellows, T. H. Smith, Bucks- the minutes of the last meeting was dispsrt; L. B. Deasy, E. 8. Clark, Charles H. pensed with.
Wood, A. H. Lynara, Charles B. Pineo,
The only committee to report was that
E. N. Benson, Bar Harbor; B. E. Tracy, on reception and entertainment to which
Winter Harbor; George E. Fuller, Seth W. j was referred at the last meeting the matNorwood, Southwest Harbor; B. W. ter of a
L. M. Moore reported
ATTOBNBYS PRESENT.

banquet.

Blanchard, Bangor.
At the opening of court. Rev. P. A. A.
Killam, of the Baptist church, offered
prayer. After tne usual proclamations,
the roll of the grand jury, which was
empanelled and sworn at the October
term, was called. The grand jurors present

1

are:
OBAND JURY.

Harrtman, Richard P., foreman-Bucksport
Bragdou, K. E.Sullivan
Coombs. Edward W.. .Castine
Donnell, H. A.Franklin
Fernald, Abraham.-.Mount Desert
Grant. Elijah.Hancock
Grindle, Henry K.Brooklin
Grindk, Roacoe.Bluehill
Higgins, Lewis F.Ellsworth
Howard, A. W.Brooksville j
Littlefield, Joseph B.Penobscot
Mason. Thomas F.Orlsnd
McKenuey, John M.Surry j

Hichsrdaon,

Herbert R.Tremont

Scott, John.Deer Isle
Tharatou, John...Sedgwick
The traverse jurors were not summoned
to appear in court until this afternoon at
2 o’clock. The full
panel of traverse

Blaisdell, Fred E.Franklin
Blood, Lewis M.Back sport
Bowden, Isaiah W.Lamoine
Bridges, E P.Brooklin
Csndage, Henry H.Blnehill
Conary, John O...Surry
Doyle, Edwin W.Sullivan
Dunn, Howard W.Ellsworth
Ouptill, Raymond D......Gouldsboro

Heath, Wm W A.Tremont
Herrick, Emery H..
Brooksville
Holmes, L Elrie.Mount Desert
Jedkins, Samuel.Stonington
Jellison, Fountain R.Eden
Deach, W Groves.Penobscot
Bressey, Charles A.Deer Isle

Salisbury, Jedutham.Otis

that all the members of the committee
were strongly in favor of a banquet in
the near future; that he had secured bids.
But before proceeding further the committee wished to get the sense of the
board as to how elaborate an affair should
be provided, and where—whether in
Manning hall or at a hotel—it should be
served. He asked for farther time, and it
was

granted.

C. H. Leland brought up the matter of
getting up a Fourth of July celebration,

giving several Reasons why he thought
one might be arranged for this year, and
advantages likely to result. Referred to
the committee on reception and entertainment with request to report at the regular
meeting in May—the 13th.
The secretary read a communication
from the New York board of trade and
transportation requesting that delegates
be sent to a conference to be held in New
York on April 17 for the purpose of considering changes in the regulations for the
supervision of navigation in the second
inspection district (New York and contiguous waters). I. L. Halman, of Boston,
was

appointed

a

delegate.

Grant and E. K.
a committee to
draft and forward a set of resolutions exwork of the
with
the
pressing sympathy
International arbitration and peace conin
New' York April
gress which is to meet
14-17.
It was hoped that J. A. Leonard would
be able to give his illustrated talk on the
building of the dam, but he was unable to
be present.
E. E. Brady, G. H.

Hopkins

were

appointed

Adjourned.

CHURCH NOTES.

,z“'
J,

Friday, April

Marshall

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.

UNION

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, April 14—Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
school at 11.45 a. m.

12.

BAPTIST.

Gasper. Fellows; King.
Greely vs. Foster. Peters; King.
Grsely vs. Poster. Peters; King.
-T' Frost vs. PhllHps. Whiting; Hurley.
vs.

Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pastor.

April 14—Morning

service at

Sunday,
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
Evening service at 7.30.
Bible study and prayer service at 7.30
_

check
cold
‘heG?iJSi,S*»Ulj>ro,slPtty
at the “sneez
staae’* p*if..when taken early
a

or
cure
seated
*re lita« c*“Hy

o

a
colds
cold cur
tablets
Hboop, Racine, Wis., wil
gladly
»nd » book on Cold
free,
.wr**e him. The sample
Prove
®erit. Check early Colds witl
Breventira
and 25c
*.*°P Pneumonia. Bold in &
boxes by Q. a. Pakcukk.

well

into*

ifntl!„you1,>,a,nP,e*
«

hJH«a«,n^

Friday

'Mrs. Harriet Hastings is visiting her
laughter. Mis. Frank Morgan, in Boston'.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore and wife went to
Boston Friday of last week, for a week’s
visit.
Mrs. Eugene Whittaker and child, of
East Macbias, are visiting Mrs. Whittaker’s parents here.
Mrs. Mercy Roberts and Mrs. Emery
Richardson, of Bangor, were here over
Sunday to attend the funeral of Charles
M. Hsrriman.
The dwelling bouse of Charles W. Gerry
was burned at midnight on Friday of last
week. The fire was well underway when
discovered, and the firemen could do little'
toward saving the buildings. Loss $600.
Charles M. Harriman, son of Isaiah
Harriman and wife, died Friday, at the
tge of thirty-two years, of consumption.
Mr. Harriman was at a sanitarium at Hebron during the winter, but the disease
was so far advanced that he received no
benefit. Mr. Harriman had been employed in shoe factories in Massachusetts
for several years, where he held responsibesides his
ble positions. He leaves
parents, one sister, Mrs. Edward Hamilton. They have the sympathy oftheir
many friends. Funeral services were held
at the home Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
Rev. S. W. Sutton officiating. Interment
was at Juniper cemetery.
^

evening.
CONGREGATIONAL.

Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
at
Sunday, April 14—Morning service
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
7.30.
at
service
at 11.45. Evening
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.

By Colombo 39569, he by Bingen

At

Bedfwick, U.rcb It,
bTR.vCCKocb.MlM Rattle M Carter to
Charles H Allen, both'of Sedgwick.
CARTER- FRIEND—At Bluehill, March SO.
»
by B B Cha*e, esq. Miss Jennie Carter, of
Mtwick, to Alv4a% Friend, of BlnehUl.
JOHNSON—FtCKETT—At Cherryfield, March
Rev Brown E Smith. Mise Josie JohnEast Sullivan, to Hollis C Pickett, of

v

jonyOf

DIRD.
BILLINGS-At Prnnklin, April 2, Sadie M,
wife of Willis Billings, aged 28 years, 11
months, 24 days.
COUSINS-At South Brooksfille, April 7.
Capt Brastus R Cousins, aged 88 years.
EATON—At Ellsworth, April ft. Mary Zetta,
wife of Charles W Eaton, aged 42 years, 1
month, 21 days.
FBEETHEY—At Lawrence. Mass, March 24,
AustinEFreethey, of Brooklin, aged 62 years.
JPBBNCH—At Otis, April 1, Mrs Phylena
French, aged 72 years.
HABRIMAN-At Ellsworth, April ft, Charles
M Harriman, aged SI years, 10 months, 9
days.
JORDAN—At Waltham, April 3, Mrs Hannah
Jordan, aged 78 years.
JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, April 8, Mrs Caroline A Jordan, aged 77 years, 8 months, 27
days.
LANGLEY—At- Manset, April 7, infant son of
Mr and MrR Leman Langley, aged 8 weeks.
MARTIN—At East Sullivan,
March
81,
Algerias Martin, aged 72 years, 9 months.
MILLS—At Salisbury Cove, March 29, Andrew
J Mills, aged 77 years.
PAINE-At Eden, April 2, Mrs David H
Paine, aged 77 years, 7 months, 12 days.
PERKINS—At Penobscot, April 5, Mrs MarA Perkins, aged 77 years, 4 months, 15

Miss Marion Simpson is

A DENTIST
WHO

GUARANTEES
HIS WORK
ought to be a pretty safe dentist
to go to, hadn't he? Add to that
the fact that lie has been doing

season.

Mrs. Cecil Ora;, of Bluehill Falls, is
spending a few days with her parents,
Capt. M. A. Eaton and wife, before going
to Bar Island, where her husband is employed for the summer.
The South Bluehill string band met at
Charles Henderson’s Saturday evening
entertained a few of their friends.

very

enjoyable evening

freshments

were

was

spent.

A

served.

C.

April 8.
PRETTY MARSH.
There is to be
Island hall

a

April

general

social dance at Bartlett’s

9

MiBs Florence Smith returned home
Sunday, after visiting friends at Seal Cove

Wt

have no

the

formulae

Wo publish
of ell our medioinea.

grofreaional

Charles Colwell
week’s vacation.

visiting
leaves

Cart*.

5.CONAR Y,

^yyiLE

ATTORNEY
AND

SOUTH HANCOCK.
is

Offices formerly occupied by O. F. Fellows.
a

C. L. Smith and son, who have been emat Lake View the past winter, returned last week.

Miss Doris Hartwell, who has been employed at Robert Haley’s, returned to
Franklin last week. Mrs. Effie Preble has
taken Miss Hartwell’s place.
W.
Aprils.

Mannikins, marionettes; Martha,
and Al Carleton, monologist.-—Advt.

trapezist,

WOODLANDS, &c.,
at prices that offer exceptionally good
investments.
Several houses advertised last week have been sold, but I
still have equally good trades in others
to offer, from $600 to (3,6u0. Easy
terms.

(ranted—A near-by wood lot.
S. L>.

MORANG,

QREELY,

H.

DENTIST.
Vain Street,

Offices, First Xational Bank Building.
Maink.
Ellsworth,

L.

THE—

LARRABEE,

DENTIST.
Room 8, Bank

nace—if it is

Maine.

“Clarion”, it is
requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

F. SIMOMTON, M. D.
PHYSICIAN

and

J. P.
Office and Residence

a

(J. M. Hale bouse).

HANCOCK, MAINE.
GBAHITE and MABBLE MOHUMEHTS
and OEUETEBT WOBK.
Contracts Takes.

Estimates Given.

to meet every

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets
Carpets cieanea clean. Send for circular.

SUBGEON.

No. 60 MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH, MB

Ellsworth*

Eastern Mumetal Co.,

CLARION.
Whether it’s a range or a fur-

Block,

Ellsworth,

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Cas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

L.

Maine.

Porcelain

AND

£)R.

LORD, Agent,

EUiwortb,

Department Stores,
ME.
ELLSWORTH,

J. WALSIJ,
EDMOND
ATTORNEY

___________

reserved.
The regular performance will commence at
1.30 p. m., and will be continuous until 10.90
p. m.. reserved seat coupons for the afteraoon show being good until 6 p.m.; those for
the evening show good after 6.30 p. m. Seats
will be on sale for all three shows commencing at 9 a. m., Friday, the 12th.
The bill for next week will be filled with entertaining features, including Junie McCree
and company in "The Man from Denver”; Ray
L. Royce, character mimic; the Pekin Zou- ;
aves; George B. Reno and company, acrobats; j
Waterbury brothers and Tenny. comedy musical act; the Basque quartette; Bernar’s

C. L

Buckspo&t, Me.

Emery Block,

Keith's Theatre, Boston.
Patriots’ Day, Friday, April 19, a new idea
will be tried in the holiday show line. Commencing at 10 a. m., and continuing until 1 p.
ai., a special performance, particularly for
the children, will be given. The programme
will include all of the principal acts in the
bill for the week, and the full orchestra will
be in attendance.
A special scale of prices will be in force for
this performance, as follows: All seats in the
orchestra and all box seats, 60 cents each; all
seats in the first balcony, 85 cents each; second balcony, 25 cents; orchestra, box and first
balcony seats reserved; second balcony not

HOUSES, LOTS,

watchful

*3. and *3.50,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

friends at

to-day for

consisting of

particular shoe-making,
fl La France shoes are sold
here because their perfect
quality retains the individuality and every other
virtue of this stylish shoe
throughout its entire life.

days.

Arthur Smith
W inter Harbor.

ForWomen

dures under much use must
be the product of the most

secrets!

Bangor, Me.

Heal Estate For Sale,

determining shoe-quality,
fl A shoe whose style en-

HAIR VIGOR.
AGUE '•URE.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

with it.

Miss Laura Haynes has been spending
the paBt week with her parents, Q. W.
Haynes and wife. She returned to her
duties Sunday, April 7.
Q.
April 8.

11. am d. d.

57 Mala St.,

—

smH
employment.
William Gray has recently purchaaed_a
sawing machine and is doing good work

some

_

a shoe which possesses a
smart air at first, frequently
fails to stand the test cf
wear
which, after all, is
the only true standard for

V. D. Smith has gone to Bar Harbor,

for

only up-to-date methods and appliances ; I charge the lowest possible prices.

supervision ensures the
faithful reproduction of the
original model in each finished La France, fl Many

where he has

for many

shoe
flFurthermore,

17.

city

could safely patronize him,
doesn’t it?
I guarantee all my work ; I use

I
1AFRANCE

health in every way.

iu one

years and has completely satisfied
thousands of patrons, and it
DOES seem as though YOU

made-to-order appearance
of the La France shoe obtainable at this store is more
than “skin deep.”
flit’s
La France never-lowered
standards which guarantee
you the use of only the
highest quality and skill in
every inside as well sa outside detail of the

To succeed these days you
must have plenty of grit, courage, strength. How is it with
the children? Are they thin,
pale, delicate? Do not forget
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. You
know it makes the blood pure
and rich, and builds up the

Re-

dentistry

flYou can be sure that
the beautiful, distinctive,

For the
Children

Stonington.
Vernon Carleton and wife, who have
been spending the winter in California,
have opened their cottage here for the

and

Is

F. C. BUKKILL, Ellsworth, Maine.

lSW)frti8tmnrtfc

her

visiting

a

garet

in

06.

seal brown stallion standing 16-2 and weighing 1,000 lbs.' at four
a horse of substance, great beauty, not • weak spot in or on him.
Came from a family of fast trotters and it a eery fast trotter himself, having
shown a foil mile in his three-year-old form in 2.34, the last quarter in 33% aeconds. DIEGO is out of Bertha L., by Donum 2-16)4, second dam the “Rowe
Mare” Maud, 2.31 \ (record obtained in a winning race when eighteen years of
age), the dam of Belle Wyman, 2.28)4 i Maud, by Capt. Sprague, he by Gen’l Sherman.
Third dam by Hiram Drew.
DIEGO is nicely marked, having a small star and hts off ankle behind being
white. He has a straight hind leg, clean, cordy-and wide, is heavily muscled ana
splendid feet. His season in the stud will close abqut June 16: at that time he
will go into a trainer’s hands for the purpose of showing the public what he can
do and be raced to a record.
TERMS, *25.00 TO WARRANT. Males boarded at reasonable rates,
pastured it wanted. Every precaution taken to avoid accident, but will not be
responsible in case of one. For further particulars address
DIEGO is

years o( age.

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

grandparents

a

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OF 1907 AT ELLSWORTH. Me.

ROWE—At Aurora, April 7, Henry L Rowe,
aged 83 yeais, 16 days.
SPRINGER-At
Foxcroft, Mrs Sarah V
Springer, formerly of Lamoine, aged 64
years, 5 month)*, 5 days.
8WEENEY—At Stonington, April 8, Patrick
FtSweeney, aged 76 years, 14 days.

Capt. C. E. Martin started his vessel last
week, taking a load of stone from Sullivan for Bar Harbor.

..

Stafford vs Mitchell. Clark; Towle.
Harrow Co. vs. Moore. Giles; Stuart.
Clark vs. Rodick. Clark.
Fertiliser Co. vs. Haslam.
Whiting;
Burrill.

Maas.,

ployed

Saunders, Thad O. .Orland
Sunday, April 14—Morning service at
Torrv, Jefferson.Swan’s Island 10.30;
sermon by pastor. Sunday school at
Troe, William H.Ellsworth 11.46. Evening service at 7.
Turoer, Charles...Isle au Haut
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
Voung, Arthur L.Hancock
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pastor.
ASSIGNMENT OF OASES.
The remainder of the forenoon
Sunday. April 14—High mass and seryeater“T was occupied by calling the docket mon at 10.30. Benediction and Sunday
after mass.
school
“d the
assignment of cases.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
Pifty-one cases were put on the general
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
tri»l list, and
were
of
these
twenty
Sunday, April 14—Morning service at
•Pecially assigned. The special assigned 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
list is as follows:
at 11.45. Junior league at 2.30. Epworth
league at 7. Evening service at 7.30.
Wednesday, April 10.
The Busy Bees will meet at the par'*
Bresaahan vs. Whitmore. Mason: Hursonage Saturday at 2 p. m.
ley.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting.
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
Thursday, April 11.
Z~- McCarthy vs. Hodgkins. D. & L.; Pineo. Mrs. Fred A. Blaisdell Thursday at 2 p. mf
‘■e.

GhLSWUHTH FALU.
Edward Cochrane went to Lynn,
Friday lut, to Visit relatives.

-pi eqo-1

Ellsworth

L. L. MORRISON, SK0WNE8AN, ME.

TELEPHONE.

AUTOMOBILES.
:: Send Your Photo and
:: —to osgood’s studio,

$1.00;

..

.,

22 Main St.,
Ellsworth, Me.,
sad you will receive 1 doz. poet-cards of year photo.
Photo will he returned. A negative or
film can be used.

\
*
6

Let

us

call your attention to the fact that

we

Learn

to play
the VIOUN.

We teach by mail orally. In either case you
; have personal instruction. Don't aay you can*
not learn. We knOw you can. All we ask is
and also repairmen for any car. Send for cata- ! your name and we will prove all we say. Write
logue aod prices. Portland-Rockland Auto- for particulars, etc to carl, lam-ON viq»
mobile Company, J. A. Lester, Manager, Rock- I LIN school, Portland, Me., Baxter Block.
are

agents for the
RAMBLER CARS,

land. Me.

ELLSWO RTH

4. l -l»HW-l"l-l >l -l-

DO YOU WANT MONEY?

AMERICAN ADS

Here Is an
from $25 00 to

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

opportunity for
$50.00 weekly.

you to make
A new business enterprise of
assured success. We
want one person in every town. No capital
required. Send postal for particulars.
CAM CO CO-OPERATIVE CO.,
92 Exchange St.,
Portland, Me.

Steam

Laundry and Bath Rooms.

•NO

PAY, NO WASHII.»•

All kinds ef fenndry work done at short notice.
Goods calked tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,

WEST

END BRIDGE,

ELLSWORTH

MB

subscriber* al III7
«/ the IJ / pott-oflicet in Hancock county,
ill lai other papers in Ike County comUnci da not reach mo many. The Ameri,r»

*

ca* it

merioan

has

in

only paper printed

not tko

Hancock county, and hat never claimed to
to, M it it the only paper that can properly be called a County paper: all threat are merely local paper* Thecirculn
Mon of The Americas, barring the Bar

week*, has returned to hia work at
Northeast Harbor.
Mrs. Sarah I. Hodgkins came from
Ellsworth Sunday to make some visits
here among her old neighbors.

H. Remick and wife went to Ellsworth Falls Saturday to see Mr. Remick’s
sister, Mrs. Mary Jordan, who is ill at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Asa Flood.
Mrs. Remick, with little daughter Ruth,
Harbor Record’• euinoter Met., ie larger went to Clifton
Tuesday to see her sister,
than that of alt the other paper• printed
Mrs. George Jellison, who is ill.
in Hancock county
AM.
April 8.
S.

__

County
County

news.

Sew.

Par additional

tee

ether par*.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Chester Sprague bos found employment
at Bn Harbor at hie trade of painter, and
hoe moved there.

The Boater concert at the Methodist
oh arch, arranged for April 7, haa been
postponed oat week.
One of the prettieat Boater gifta rooeired
in town waa the tine little daughter that
came to gladden the home of Bor. O. O.
The clam banka are at ill yielding unlimited buehela of shell fish to the forty
As the
or more diggers in this locality.
men end boys get good prices, paid on delivery, fZ60 is not a bad average for the
winter earnings of each clam flat laborer.
Bowena Bebekah lodge is getting very
busy with several Important aBsirs on
hand. A social and dance with graphophone mosie will be given on Thursday
night of this week. April 24 the lodge
will entertain the county convention, end
la May a fair and sale will be on the list
of festive events.
A. T. Richardson has bean busy over the
survey of the proposed route of the electric railway. While all our citizens are in
favor of the new movement, very few
really want the road to be built across
their land, and there is much discussion
as to whether the route will be laid out
oast or west of the main rood.
The sewing circle of the Congregational
church held a very pleasant meeting with
Mrs. Emily Freeman, March 28. At the
lunch hour, the postofflee assistant, Miss
Lita, came to help serve refreshments.
8he brought in her pretty brown dog
Dot, and delighted the circle with an exhibition of her smart tricks, one being
the bringing of her empty water bowl, a
good-sized one, to be filled. All sympathized with the pastor’s wife in the loss
of her large grip, containing fully fifty
dollars’ worth of clothing, which, though
checked in Rockland with her trunk,
when she came from Toronto a month
ago, has not yet made its appearance at
Bass Harbor.

April

Spray.

8.
IN

MEMOBIAM.

Mrs. Joanns M. Lurvey died at her
home on March 30, after fonr months
gradual decline, gently closing a long and
useful life. Her kindred and neighbors
feel that a most estimable woman has entered into the joys of the heavenly home.
Mrs. Lurvey was born at Duck brook,
Sept. 16, 1815, one of six children. One
brother, Capt. Jacob Mayo, is the only
one left of the family circle. In early life she
married Samuel Lurvey, who died about
ten years ago. They lived a quiet, happy
life in the homestead on the hill. A son,
Seth Lurvey, adopted in infancy, has with
the aid of his wife tenderly oared for the
declining days of one of the best of
mothers.
Though a home-loving woman, Mrs.
Lnrvey was always ready to respond to
calls of distress, ministering to the sick
with tender sympathy, and performing the
Her
last offices to departed friends.
memory will be held in loving reverence
in many homes where her helpful services
were so

freely given.
than fifty

Mrs. Lurvey
had been a faithful consistent member of
the Methodist church, showing forth in
her daily life the last commandment of
the master, “That ye love one another.”
Her fund of anecdotes and appreciation
of wit and hnmor made her a pleasant
companion to both old and young, and a
visit to “Aunt Joan” was a source of delight, A bouquet of flowers from bar pretty garden or from her fine collection of
house plants was her expression of pleasure for friendly calls.
The funeral services were held at the
home Monday, April 1. A heavy snowstorm prevented many old friends and
neighbors from paying their Jest tribute
of respect by attending the service. Eev.
O. (1. Bernard officiated. The interment
was at Hillside cemetery.
J. M. M.
April 8.
For

more

years

SUKltt dANtUt'K.,

Clvirles Way, of Danforth, is visiting S.
D. Golding.
Tht-re was a chopping match at Mrs.
Vic. Butler's Saturday.
Stic >1 begins in the Union schoolhouse

April

L*2.

Frit- Is of JeDnie Springer
hear she is improving.
Lizzie Springer visited
Bottler in Egypt Thursday.

are

Mrs.

glad

to

Balph

NORTH SULUVAN.
Arthur Hall, of Harrington, is visiting
hia parents, Zemro Hall and wife.

NKW\

UOUNTY

few

P

M''lnnnl (Wnl

y

.V(ip»,

«f# MH**

poyrl

OTIS.
Nathan Jordan ia very ill.
Ferd Robbins has gone to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment.
Samuel Foster and wife have opened
their cottage here for the summer.
Leona Wilbur, of Bastbrook, has been
guest at Arden Young's the past week.

a

Miss Lottie Lally and Linwood Jordan
attended the funeral of Mr. Jordan's
grandmother, Mrs. Hannah Jordan, of

Waltham, Thursday.

Aaron Salisbury and wife wen called to
Ralph Qertiah and wits are receiving Bangor last week by the critical Ulneea of
congratulations on the birth of a daugh- their sob Joseph, at the hospital, with
ter.
typhoid pneumonia. Mrs. Salisbury reGenevieve Butler, who baa been visiting mained until his condition was changed
home
returned
for the better. She returned Sunday by
relatives in West Franklin,
v
Wadhaaday.
way of Ellsworth to visit her mother,
Chlvin Batter, wife end young son are Mrs. Mary Jordan, who is oonvalescing
gueete of Mr. Butler's parents, Talbot from an illness of bronchitis.
Butler and wife.
Mn. Philena French died at the home
George Abet left Saturday for Boston, of Edward 8. Lilly, April 1, at the age of
where he expects to hare employment in seventy-three yean. She had beep ill for
some time and the short Journey in her
an automobile factory.
feeble state, a few da^h baton her death,
Sympathy ia extended to Willie Billings, from Til den to
Otis, hastened the end. It
of Franklin, in the loss of hie wife. He
was by a kind providence that the lonely
has four small children.
old lady’s last days wen in that home,
Gleason and Seth Scammone, and Mrs. when
every member of the family did all
Agnes Wentworth and daughter, of East in their power to relieve her snOsrtng,
Franklin, wen in town Wednesday to at- Mrs. lally especially ministering with untend the funeral of J. Monroe Gordon.
bounded tenderness, that only ouch a
J. Monroe Gordon died at the home of noble and generous heart could bestow on
his parents, Josiah H. Gordon and wife, a comparative stnnger. The deceased
Monday, April 1, after a lingering illness was a hard-working woman, living a life
of consumption. About two years ago of unaelflahness.
he went to a sanitarium in New York
April 8.
Dim
state, but received little it any benefit..
GREAT POND.
He returned home and all that' fond and
kind parents could do was done, but of no
School will commence April lS.
avail. Monroe’s kind word and genial
Fred Williams returned Wednesday
He will from
manner endeared him to many.
Wesley, where he was employed by
not only be missed by his parents, broth- Lee Archer
during the winter.
ers and sisters, but by a large circle of
Mrs. John Gregg, who has had the care
friends. Prayers were offered at the home
of little Winifred Haynes, has returned
and there were services at the church
to her home in Amherst.
Mrs. Abbie
R.
Rev.
N.
Pearson
Wednesday morning,
Rowe takes her place.
The
floral
were
offerings
very
officiating.
Mrs. Matthew Laughlin entertained the
pretty.
sewing circle Thursday. Her son Donald
M.
April 8.
celebrated his eighth birthday by inviting
his little friends. They had a merry time.
OAK POINT.
_

Mrs. Bray is boarding with Mrs. F. E.
Gray for s few weefcaE. Whitmore, of Bar Harbor, was at J.
H. Burr s Sunday.
Charles Sargent has gone to Lawrence,
Mass., to work at stone cutting.
Mrs. Jane R. Murcb, who has been seriously ill with grip, is convalescent.
Mrs. J. H. Burr, who has been very ill
during the winter, rode out Sunday.
George J. Alley has employment with
Melvin Marshall through the spring.
Harry C. Alley is mste on the schooner
Lulu W. Eppes with Capt. Ernest Bay.
Mrs. E. L. Alley is employed with Mrs.
John Bemick at the mill boarding boose.
O. W. Young, who has been confined to
his house

most

of the

winter, is out

again.
A. H. Grindle and Stephen Kingsley
of Bar Harbor, were here last week on
business.

Capt. Palmer Seavey, John Dolliverand
F. L. Murch have moved their vessels from
their moorings.
Mrs. George Foss, of Hancock, who has
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Warren
G. Haynes, returned home last week.

gone

to

Charles Quinn bought
last Satuday.

a

Joseph Humphrey

and

School will begin in district No. 6
April 15 taught by Mr. Hodgkins.
Mrs. N. Jane Mosley has been ill for the
past week with croupous pneumonia.
Mrs. Bartlett, of Ellsworth, spent a few
days last week with her mother, Mrs.
Hamilton.
Miss Florence Frazier, of Ellsworth,
spent a few days with her grandmother,
Mrs. D. B. Hamilton, last week.

The cottage meeting

Portland last week.

Friday evening

weather.
ton's.

was

on

postponed until

account of

The machinery
shall’s island it expected
in the woods there now.

soon.

on

A

Mar-

crew

is

The house boat Minerva was successfully
launched by the Maine Motor Boat Co.
last week and will be taken to Boston by
Capt. Charles Calkins and Maynard
Herrick.
Spbc.
April 8.
EAST FRANKLIN.
T. M. Blaisdell has returned
business trip to New York.

from

a

Miss Angie Hardison, who has been ill
with scarlet fever, iB gaining slowly.

MARIA VILLE.

George Frost, his son Ora
daughter have the grip.
E. A. Carter is in town to
Hollis, who is critically ill.

and

little

his

“The Old District BchooV • farce in
two acta, will be given next week at town
hall. Charles Sprague will act as professor. Other parts will be taken by W.
E.
Bragdon, Elmer Fernald, L. F.
Springer, William Lowrie, Ivory Butler,
Leslie Swan, Charles O. Bunker, C. E.
Dwelley, Fred Orcutt and John Blaisdell.
D.
April 8.

_i_
GOULDS BO BO.

Mrs. J. D. Quptill is ill.
George Dorr, who has been ill some time,
is

improving.
Sawing commenced in Frank Guptill's

SHve mui

lo-oajr,

Mrs. Jemima Tracy is confined to the
house with aciatic rheumatism.

Dr. C. C. Morrison has been in town for
a few days.
He has spent the winter in
Andover, Mass., with his family, but will
return to Bar Harbor soon.

requirements.

LAMOINE.
Mansel Young and Lester Salisbury

in

a

are

Bangor.

Grafton Covey returned Saturday from
week’s visit at North Hancock.

Miss Lena King goes to North Lamoine
EDEN.
Mrs. David H. Paine died Tuesday, this morning to teach the spring term of
PettingiU’s new store.
school.
April 2, at her home in the Emery district,
Stratton A Springer will go to Baccoon
Miss Ellen Berry, who has been at
in the Beventy-eightb year of her age. BeCove next week to build their herring
sides her husband she leaves two daugh- Kineo since November, returned home
weirs.
ters, Mrs. E. H. Gray and Mrs. Adalbert last week.
Kenn Springer and brother Howard vis- Gray, and two sons, Charles H. Paine and
Capt. Jefferson Smith and son Clarence
ited frit-ids in Marlboro Saturday and Norman Paine.
arrived home Saturday. Capt. Smith reSunday
NOW.
Aprii b.
SbbntisRiuiiU.
Elmer

Good Will circle had a sociable at
decree Treadwell’s last Wednesday night.
Horner Wilbur has gone to Mt. Desert
t<
work for L. S. Jordan on his
weir.

Ferry

Samuel Willey hea
Clot-on muse to the
house.

moved
Anson

from

the

Hodgkins

Oscar Ford, who has been visiting his
mother, drs. George Treadwell, the past

it used to be.

Certain relief and usually complete recovery
will result from the following treatment:

Hope,

rest, fresh air, and—Scott’s

Emulsion.
ALL DRUGGISTS) BOc. AND SI.QO.

IAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAa

'“'‘tag

Friendship after their gasoline
Opt Beth Greenlaw bu »onf
u
York to loln hie yacht.
wcon.
ponied him to Dear Isle.

b!j»E>W

His"£ife

April

1.

8r*c,

d^TT,

Qaiek efcaaaee from hot to cold s
s«ain try strong cosstltations and
oomoc other evils, nasal caUrrh. >
—10 and oOsssWe disease.
SneeHs.
•
flint, mntliint sad
eaaMng,
coaching sad itiM...u
diflonlt

JoL*
^

bresthU?

ill'

and the drip, drip of iht foul
dlwherm
the threat-nil ere eaded by
Balm. This hoasat sad positive
VV*'
talma men-*-taiaa ae eoealae, mercery, aor other
ksrsdu
ingredient. The worst cases arc
short tlsse. All draggisls, He., or
milled h
r
Bros., H Warren

tiy,^*
remedy*!?

—_..

csnelT..

Sly

Btrect, Wee York.

Mouth
Qum-Bsfli
Csnken

Sore Qiiom

Teethlsf

Bev. L. Alfreds Brewster, of Portland,
supplied the pulpit Sunday afternoon in
place of the regular pastor, Mias Margaret

Koch. She delivered a fine Easter
There was special music by the

sermon.

choir.

April

M.

1.
_

WEST TREMONT.
Elmer Kent, of Swan's bland is at L.
W. Rumill’s for a few days.
Cspt. George W. Murphy left this week
to Join his vessel, the Levi 8. Andrews, in
Boston.
Raymond Dow and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son,
March at.
Chpt. Gsrd Lawson and sons Harold
and Carl left to-day for Rockland to go

SALISBURY COVE.

■Funeral services of Andrew J. Mills,
who died Friday at the age of seventyseven years, were held Sunday afternoon.
The services were conducted by Rev. Angus H. MacDonald, and were attended by
about forty members of Bar Harbor lodge,
F. and A. M., of which the deceased was a

This Liquid
heals
neats mouth
mouth sores
tnret
quickly as it dots n
ao*«. You sunply n
mouth with this Hi

wdseptlc

liquid)

cure

cankers,

rui

aadallsuch sores.;
lha gums from •
•way from the tn
Mitchell, 84 St
Boston, says: "I
from mouth
sores
bars for months

m

rfotng

Jv-Zalia

The /if mid thnt gram* koniidy
F.ctrmn Sore1
Torn Floth
Humor
Ulcort

mv

mo<

my gunu

jUth

on

onj mi.

Running Sum

Month Sum
i'arteou Vtm1
Sen// Itching
Ptm/ioa
H end Cmtmrrk
Cmmmctos
Cka/ftd Homdt
All you do Is to simply keep the sore wpt with X<Zalm
Get a Me. bottle from any aruggist today.

FREC BOOKLET

*?££££'&£

Jkn.

8.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
MrB. Stephen Smallidge is ill with the

grip.
Smith Stanley and wife, of Islesford,
visited relatives here Sunday.
The Southwest Harbor dramatic club
the Neighborhood house

gave a play at
last week.

Rev. Mr. Gilmore, of Bar Harbor, conducted the Sunday morning service at St.
Mary's in exchange with Mr. Hemenway.
A very interesting lecture was given at
the Neighborhood house Friday evening
by Rev. Dr. Beach, of Bangor theological
seminary, on Scotland.
M.
April 8.
_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Young

is

employed

at

Birch

Tree-farm.

Edgar Springer was in Northeast Harbor Thursday and Friday.
William Kellen went to Lamoine Monday to work for Oscar Linscott.

NATIONAL

Mrs. Frank Walls visited her parents,
Everett McFarland and wife, last week.
Mrs. Walls returned to Bar Harbor Satur-

BISCUIT

day.

COMPANY

HANCOCK POINT.

May Young has gone

to

Southwest Har-

Dayou IwerBoneiS

bor to teach.
H. Whiting Ball, ot Bowdoin college,
has been at home (or the Easter recess.
L. Young has been drawn on the jury
(or the April term ot court at Ellsworth.
A.

Adah Farnsworth, ot Sullivan, is spending a (ew days with her aunt, Mrs. W. H.

Phillips.
The two children who have been stopat A. M. Carter’s the past year have
gone to Bar Harbor to spend the summer
with their aunt, Myra Thompson.
E.
April 8.

ping

BAR HARBOR.
Caroline A. Jordan, widow o(
Benjamin S. Jordan, died Wednesday
alternoon, at the age o( seventy-seven
Mrs. Jordan is survived by two
years.
daughters, Mrs. Heman L. Richards and
Mrs. Lawrence Emery, both ot Bar Harbor, and three sons, Alvah Jordan, o(
West Newton, Maas., Charles Jordan, o(
Bar Harbor, and Milton Jordan, ot Winter
Harbor.
Mrs.

Miss Florence Lowe, ot Unionvllle, is
visiting her sister, Mrs. Guy Sargent.

Consumption is less deadly than

,uu.

window.

Flora Stratton, of Hancock, is viditing
her auni. Mrs. Ransom Hodgkins.
isr A idrey Hodgkins and Min Katie
McIntyre are visiting in Bar Harbor.

is
"

h.».

to

Thursday.

scalloping.
Capt. George W. Lent and Andrew Norton left Tuesday for Rockland to continue
scalloping.
The sociable at the schoolhouse Tuesday
Mrs. Willie Ouptill is in Bangor assistevening was well attended. Proceeds for
ing in tbe care of ber nepbew, Liuwood a church fund, |B.62.
Thklma.
April 1.
Fernald, who is Ul.

WEST GOULDS BORO.
Mias Viola Peabody, ot Corea, is with
Mrs. E. 8. Shaw.

M

Miss Mildred Mayo went to Bar Harbor
last week to spend a few days with Mias
Lettie Paine.
Mrs. Lulu Lurvey and little daughter
VUda spent last week with her parents,
Adalbert (Hay and wife, at Salisbury Cove.
Mr. Oswald, the German evangelist,
gave two interesting talks at the evening
prayer meetings held last Tuesday and

Myrtle Young has gone to Bar Harbor,
where she will be employed this summer.

MAUL BORO.

_

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Maynard Herriclt, of Boston
at Capt. Herrick’s.
John Kent and On Bridies

son

I^ura Frost has returned to
attend school. She has been here on
her vacation to visit her
mother, Mrs. Matilda Frost.
to

Feat! Stratton is employed in Sullivan

on

Mrs. Willis Billings was buried from
the Baptist church last Thursday, Rev.
Mr. Lorlmer officiating. The husband
and four little children have the sympathy
of all.

daughter's?''
eon,

&_• widow, one
Henry Trott, and one

School begins to-day, Miss Mabel Smith,

Miss Addie^ngalls, of Bluehill, arrived
Saturday to teach the spring terra of
Miss Inschool, which opens to-day.
galls is boarding at Henry Bartlett’s.
Waterville
April 8.

see

Mrs. Samuel Frost, whose death on
March 20 has previously been
reported
Madison
is
with
abGeorge
suffering
in this paper, will be
greatly missed in
scesses in his head following the grip.
the church, as well as in her home circle.
Freeman Sabins, of Seal Harbor, who
Sympathy is extended to the bereaved
has been in this vicinity looking for a
husband and children.
farm to buy, failed to And one to suit his
April 8.
p_
Mrs. Freeman Kinsman is very ill with
bronchial pneumonia.
Mrs. John Wentworth, Mrs. T. M. Scammon and T. M.
Blaisdell are also on the sick list.
R.
April 8.

Mrs. Elmer Pettlngill and son Francis
will leave this week for West Sullivan,
where Mr. Pettlngill Is building a new
block.

Clarence

E. T. Leland and wife entertained a few
friends last Tuesday evening. Those
presMrs. Harvey Tinker, of Manset, is ent were William Hopkins and wife, Leland
and
Allen
Misses
here.
Barbara
Hopkins,
spending a few days
L. and Blanche A.
Hopkins, Harry Davis
Mrs. Howard Lowell and son are spendand Willard Albee.
ing a few weeks with relatives and friends
8.
April
May.
here.
__
the mill

1._X.

stormy
It will be held at D. B. Hamil-

Mrs. M. J. Stinson is visiting in Bockland for a few weeks.

tor

_

hone in Bangor

next
in

W«lfe£,

hSk2*!
bw°

BASS HARBOR.
Emery Smith bis moved his family into
the Weitside bouse.
John Dawes and wife are living in part
of Eugene Stanley’s house.
Hiss Dorothy Richards, of Rockport,
visited friends here last week.
Hiss Florence Parker, of Manset, visited her aunt, Mrs. Andrew Parker, last
week.
Cspt. A. J. Bunker will have the
FRANKLIN.
schooner Rescue this year. Caspar TanCapt. Edward Dyer left for Boston last ner will go with him.
Close time on scallops in this hay beweek to rejoin his vessel.
gins to-day. Several of the soallop boats
Miss Susie Friielli will leave for her have gone to Rockland.
home in Bangor this wsek.
Misses Hdna Benson, Bernice Eaton,
Violet Gott and Prances Morphy left FriEx-Mayor Springer is haring the entire
day to reaame their stadias at Hebron.
first floor of his house changed.
Chpt. Clarence Tamar is getting his
Mrs. Julia A. Martin and daughter Mias schooner, the Marion Turner, ready for
fishing. He will start as soon as he can
Elizabeth are visiting relatives hare.
get halt
Dr. E. C. Hooper’s many friends regret
Y. Z.
April
to learn of his serious illness at his home
WHBT EDEN.
ia Fairfield.

April

SWAN’S ISLAND.
were

Mrs. Belle Googins, of Sullivan, was
the guest of Mrs. Lydia Hodgkins Saturday and Sunday.
Misses Olive Coolidge and Vera Berry
went to Winter Harbor Saturday to teach.
Miss Berry will resume her work in the
primary department, while Miss Coolidge
will teach the grammar school.
H.
April 8.

back

TRENTON.

_Plctabch.
wife

member. Mr. Mills ni born at
N. H., bat practically all hU life
•pant In the town of Eden H.

Somerville, Mass., where her husband is
Miss Addie Ouptill, a student at Coburn
employed for the summer. Her mother,
Mrs. George Clarry, accompanied her, and classical institute, who has been spending
will spend the summer with her children the Easter vacation at home, returned to
Watcrville to-day.
there and in Lowell.
Home person, supposed to be William
One by one the old familiar faces are
passing away, and we miss them. We Steadman, the escaped prisoner, broke
learn this morning of the death of Henry into Ira Shaw’s store here Tuesday night.
Rowe, one of the oldest of Aurora’s re- The thief took some canned beet, oranges
spected citizens, a young, old man. We and crackers, shoes and hose, a watch,
knife and a number of other articles. Tbe
extend sympathy to the family.
thief entered the store by breaking out a
E.
April 7.

Mrs. Arthur Barton, of Bangor, who has
been spending a few days with Mrs. Sargent Billings, returned home Monday.

been

April 8.

Mrs. Clarence Williams has

raained by the wrecked schooner J. F.
Whitcomb, which he commanded, hnttl
the schooner was dismantled.

iv

you

are not familiar wiin disease*

wr Write m and I till md (m ■! btok mBM.

Price complete, $6.00.

kDr.

J. C.

Thi Cn «f Dn* /Until."

>72 Winchester at.,

,

N. M.

KINEO RANGES
THE best.

BAina

fThe
stoves

construction of these
and the

of the flues and

L.

results.

Coal

furnished

Sunday.
r.

tJ.

AIKEN

arrangement
dampers

are

produce wonderful

bound to

NORTH LAMOINE.
Miss Addie Ingalls, o( Blue bill, visited
her sister, Mrs. Millard Kittredge, over
School begins this morning in this precinct to be taught by Miss Lena King, ot
this town.
Y.
April 8.

I

Sent anywhere upon receipt of price.

LKIIII,

over

_
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I have made a success in the treatment of animals, (or many years.
Lesure’s veterinary medicines are recognised as the most efficient compounded, and have the endorsement of inimal owners everywhere.
Lesure’s Veterinary Stable Cate contains a full assortment of various
medicine* required for emergencies as well as the necessary tools to
administer same.

There was a supper at Merritt’s .hall
April 8 ,tor the library lund. Proceeds,

ft.
April 8.

Do you know how to care for
?
*tcx
your bona or other lire ttock
It ia the duty ol every hone
lover oot only to provide for thtit
their health. To
comfort, but for_
neglect trifling ailmenta i> inhu
mao.
Moet acrere ilia of hones
might be averted if properly
treated in the beginning.
or animals pront oy my experience.

as

or

wood lining*

desired.

Agent.

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., Bangor, Me-

Y>rNTY
*#»<>*

NEWS.

*._--

=E

Joaepb Devereux, paired Thursday for
South Penobscot to loud wood for Cutine.
April 8.
l

rOUXTY NEWS.
8b-

otdtttonal

BROOKLIN.

CA9TINE.

County Now

Mf nthor

pnyoa

WEST BROOKSVILLE.

mornin,t

Bridge’s daughter will bo«rd at Calvin
Young’s and attend school.
The ice in Union River bay is moving,

Many of the young people of Brooklin
Albert Mills, head lightkeeper at Goose
vicinity remember Milton Tibbetts, Rock, is at home tor a few days.
Rockland.
°f friends. who until e year or two sgo claimed
Charles Babbidge and Fred J. Perkins,
Hutchins,
Brooklin as his legal residence, and from
with their sawing machine, have finished
for a short stay.
childhood
never failed to
spend the sum- sawing stovewood in this neighborhood.
church
aid of the Methodist
mer at the old homestead here.
fcbe indies'
His
Mrs. Melvin Lord is in very poor
Thursday evening.
friends
here
supper
will
he
td
glad to know of his health.
left this morning for success as a
She, with her infant daughter
Haekett
„ard
young attorney. He has been
Virginia, is with her mother, Mrs. Kuth
offered and has recently accepted a
Where he has employment.
posimorning for tion at a good salary in Detroit, Mich., as laird, for a few weeks.
; Coombs lefton this
Paul C. Tapley, who is employed in a
the grand jury at attorney for the Packard Motor Car
<0 serve
Co.,
.worth,
wholesale wool
and will move to Detroit
Boston, is expected
Tramp.
April 8.
yrith his family. home to-day. house,
Mr. Tapley is called here
teacher of the in- The company has a million dollar factory,
Perkins,
Carrie
the
illness
of
his
Mrs.
S.
by
D.
Collin.
and
makes only the finest cars on the marmother,
STONINGTON.
and Mrs. Mary
njediste school,
ket at a cost of |l,000 and up. Mr. Tib- Tapley.
H* M. Thayer is visiting F. M. Veazie at
betts will hojd a responsible position in
Capt. Brooks Grlndal and Alec Snow ar- Bluehiil.
"V Perkins left this morning for the
firm, and considering that be is only rived home laat week. Oapt. Grindal’s
Mrs. Scott Geyer and Mrs. Bert Bray
where he will be ‘employed
twenty-seven years old, it shows that they barge, No. 15, is undergoing repairs In are in Boston.
»nd

t\y.
vcith_._p.rty
"^cottage

must have

ability.
April 8.

consider ible confidence in his

_

Spec.

Died in Lawrence, Mass., March 28,
Austin E. Freethey, of Brooklin, aged
fifty-one years, ten months, twelve days.
Mr. Freethey was born in Brooklin and
except about three years spent In Lawrence, he spent his life here in the same
been employed
home in which he was born. He was the
laat week from
returned
3 Carpenter
youngest of twelve children of Alfred and
Mrs.
CsrEaster.
where he spent
Nicinda Freethey.
Wednesday,
|ter will return
When about twenty years of age he
about twenty-five went to
itorday afternoon
Lawrence, working with his
of Oilman Parsons assembled brother uearly three years. There he met
bis
birthday.
celebrate
to
Miss
Julia
|is home
Jordan, of Orland, whom be
church Wednesday married in January 1878. They had two
J the Methodist
on Colorado
lecture
children-one son, Minard, and a daughning a stereopticon
benefit of the church, ter, (Irace.
His wife and children, two
I be given for the
of the season to be brothers and seven sisters survive him.
be first wild geese
Admah Morey His brothers and sisters were all present
ired hero were shot by
flock of at the funeral, except Edward, a brother
,eek. He got threeontofa
who resides in Casper, Cal. The sympathy
of all goes out to the family.
[iss Alice Cos, one of Castine’s popular
Mr. rreethey and bis daughter
spent the
ladies, has accepted a position with winter in
Yonkers, N. Y.f with his
C. F. Jones as milliner for this
brother, Alfred E. Free they, of that place,
and on their way home stopped at Lawwas in
of
Mills,
Smyrna
Elliot,
r.
rence to visit his sister, Mrs. G. W.
Smith,
his daughter, a
„ last week visiting
and was there taken down with pneuelasa
of
the
the
of
graduating
nbtr
monia and died in about ten days. The
mal school.
remains were brought to Brooklin for infor
Bosavid Haskell left this morning
terment, the funeral being on Sunday,
March 31, under the auspices of the mato take command of a coal barge. He
accompanied by Alvin Colson who sonic lodge of which he was an honored
[ ship with him.
member. Rev. A. W. Bailey officiated.
Mr. Freethey was a man of excellent
arry Woodward who has been spending Easier vacation here with his character, strict integrity, sound judgt. Mrs. C. J. Whiting, returned to ment and great intelligence. He was a
rdoin this morning.
deep thinker and a keen discerner of
human nature. He was a kind, faithful
he ladies’ alliance of the Unitarian
1

L„,

HUStes'

New York.

The interest in Gov. Brooks lodge, 1. O.
O. F., continues unabated. At the regular meeting last week one candidate was

Capt. Levi Stinson, who has been quite
ill, is improving in health.
Mrs. Oxton, of Rockland, is the mil-

liner at Miss Nora Grindle’s.
one application
accepted and
Elijah H. Herrick, of Rockland, has
request for admission read.
been in town the past week on business.
Miss Florence Snow, of North Castine,
Thomas F. Barbour, who has been
is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Maggie
Blodgett. Mias Snow and her mother will spending the winter in the city, has returned to his home here.
soon move to Vermont, where her father,
John S. Snow, and her brother hare been
Hon. $. T. Mills is home again and refor the past winter.
ceiving congratulations cm the birth of a
^
The “Happy club”, Miss Eva Jones son at Farmington April 3.
Elmer
Warren
and
were
which
waB
wife
called
to
president,
recently organized
here, met with Miss Clytie Jones March South Deer Isle Saturday by the death of
29, the occasion being the twenty-second his mother, Mrs. Susan F. Warren.
anniversary of her birth. For work, in
Capt. Charles Flye, who has spent the
the afternoon, the members knotted a
winter, in Boston, is at Dome. He is carrysized
comforter.
Refreshments
large
ing th6 workmen to and from the “settlewere served in the evening.
At the next ment” qnarry on the tug Minnehaha.
will
which
be
held
with
Miss
meeting,
The remains of Frank H. Tebbits, who
Nellie Jones, the second and third degrees
died in Colorado in March, were brought
will be conferred on one member.
home for burial. The funeral took place
Tomson.
April 8.
on Sunday at his home, conducted by Rev.
Work at the Tapley min3 is being Joseph Jackson. He leaves a wife and one
son.
rapidly forwarded.

admitted,
one

_

James Davis and wife, of East Boston,
are visiting at the home of William Davis
and wife.

The parts for the graduating class of the
high school have been assigned: Miss
Mabel Waite, valedictory; Mary E. Wood,

Prof. De Forest Perkins, of Skowhegan,
is in town for a few days at the home of
his father, Capt. C. H. Perkins.

salutatory;
May Hamblen, prophecy;
Florian Arey, class history; Raymond
The exercises
Hutchinson, class essay.
will take place May 23.
Nihil.
April 6.

Tremont, Capt. Arey, is at
her old quarters again at Arey’s wharf and
will make her regular trips up river as
Steamer

soon as

the ice leaves.

Schools will

EAST SURRY.
%
Willard Dow is very ill.
S. J. Treworgy bas gone to get his yacht
in commission.
M. D. Cbatto has received ne ws of the
serious illness of his brother, George W.

ABSTRACT
ANNUAL STATEMENT
OB THE

vKTNA

INSURANCE

COMPANY.

HARTFOSO. CO Ml*.,

On the 31st

day of December, 1906, made to the
8tat« of Maine.
Incorporated 1819. Commenced business 1819.
Wm. B. Clark, President.
W. H. Kino, Secretary.
Capital paid up iu cash, •4,( 00.000,
ASSETS DEC. 81. 1900.
Real estate owned by the com*
panj, un ncumbered.
93
$
Loans on bond and mortgage
(flist lien-),
12,000 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the
13*4 417 08
company, marke' value,
Cash in toe company’s principal
office
and in bank,*
7C0 80
-776
Agents’ bslances,
749.64 * 44
lnieiestdue and accrued,
6c8 15
Gross sssets.
Deduct items not

106 704 9s

Total liabilities.

Capital actually paid
up in cash
Net surpli s

over

all

14. 00,000 00

liabilities,

4

544,227

65

Surigpus for policy-holders.
Aggregate, including capital
and net surplus,
O. W. TAPI.KY.

K«-*i<le>it

•8.544,2 7 65
• 15,706,373 36
Ageut,

THE AETNA INDEMNITY CO.,
OF HARTFORD, CONN.

ASSETS DEC. 31, 19C6.
Real estate,
Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
(/'ash in office and bank.
Outstanding prem. less than 3
uios due,
Interests and rents,
All other assets.

• 200 00
4 100 00
719,656 19
309.450 89

_

_

Bangor,
EAST BLUEHLLL.
“npany of young people was pleaaF. Homer Long is at home from Everett,
entertalned at the home of Fred
Mass.
»nd wife
Wednesday evening.
A son was born to John McHardy and
•Helen M. Dunbar left
Saturday to wife
“Per school work in
Tuesday.
Chelsea, Mass.,
Ross Long bought a fine colt of Fred
•pending the Easter recess at home.
of
Jehooner Oaroline Kreischer, Ospt. Johnson, Bluehlll, recently.
Ashley Partridge, of Framingham,
Mass., is the guest of Robert Ashworth
‘Pneumonia’s
Work

the machinist trade.

April

G.

8.

BUCKSPOKT.

Buckaport people are much interested
in the college play to be given by the seminary students, April 19, in Emery hall.
“The Elopement of Ellen,” a bright comedy written originally for Wellesley college, is to be given by some of the best
amateurs in the school, including Miss
Miss
Mabel Gould,
Laura Getchell,
Miss Huby Walter, Morton Homer,
Parker Kennedy, George Gifford and
Deadly
and wife.
Harry Kearney. The play ia full of fun,
and the rehearsals promise a line performThe Willing Workers held an ice-cream ance. Proceeds lor the baseball team.
social in the grange hall Wednesday evening. Net proceeds,' |BA8.
SOUTH 8UBRY.
K.
April 8.
Clarence Leonard ia now making his
home at Millard Young’a.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
,,-*2** my case proed to be
to
Mrs. Snth Grindle, of Sound, is visithat
F.
Binder
Martha
h'<SZof
Miss
gone
When all other reme
fail you
ing her mother, Mrs. Sarah Young.
may still win in the Brooltlin to teach.
lung ana throat troubles
Mrs. E. J. Snow and daughters went to
Henry Bridges and son are building a
Blnehill Sunday, for the spring.
camp at the E. M. Curtis place, back shore,
G.
and are preparing to build a weir. Mr.
April 1.

i£3ifc3MWSir

_

DoiMt Suffer

&11 night long from toothache

neuralgia

or

rheumatism

Sloaivls
Liivinveivt

kills the pain
quiets the
nerves and induces sleep
At all dealers. Price 25c 50c fc*t00
Dr Earl S. Sloa.iv, Bostoi\,Mass.U.SA.'
—

H. H. Emerson, of Ellsworth,
Hancock county. Maine, by his mortgage reed dated June 8. a. d. 1882. and recorded in ibe Hancock county. Maine, registry of deeds, in vol. 181, page 224, conveyed to
Edward K Hopkins a pertain parcel of real
estate
situated in
said Ellsworth, and
bounded as follows:
Beginning at the southwest corner of Elias
Bill’s oack lot or commonly called the Fox lot
and on tbe line of the town of Hancock at a
stake m&iked No. 4 & No. 8 B; tbence running
westeily on the south line of said lot eighty
reds to a large yellow birch tiee marked for
a corner; thence north 3*2® east one hundred ro Is io the north line of siid lot: thence
ei-s er yonthe north line of said lot eighty
rods to the line of the town of Hancock aforesaid; the .ce southerly on the Hancock town
li' e one hundred rolls to the D,ace of beginning containing fifty acres more or less;
And whereas the said Edward K. Hopkins
by instrument dated September 28, a. d. 1908,
and recorded in said registry of deeds iu book
437, page 265, assigned tbe above described
mortgage to me the undeisigned, Chas. L.
Morang, of said Ellsworth.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been broken, and still remains broken,
now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Chas. L. Morang.
Ellsworth, Maine, April 1, 1907.

WHt.REAS,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

lllswortli Loan and fiaildinn 4ss’q.

learn

Eorr.

•7 161.145 71

_

misfortune to fall down stairs and break
her collar bone.
D.
April 8.

WHEREAS

Admitted assets,
♦16,706.373 6
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1906.
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims.
• 662,719 01
Amount required to safely re-in-*
sure all outstanding r sms.
5.739,181 70
AH other demands against the
company,
859,225 00

_

•Me for her
permanent recovery.
"
Wardwell has purchased the
of William Steele. Mr. Steele
“bdy will soon move to

NOTICM OF FOK KCL08URC.
Chari* s F. Cushing, then of
Buck sport, county of Hancock, State
of Maine (now deceased), by his mortgage
deed dated the second day of September, a. a.
IUU8. and recorded in Hancock county
try of deeds in book 8M, page 2 4. conveyed
to Pearl H. Wardwell, of said
bucksport, a
certain lot or parcel of land situated iu said
Bucksport. on the westerly side of the county
road leading from Bucksport village to the
Turner school district, so called, end bounded
southerly and westerly by land of John J.
Bridges, northerly by land formerly of Charles
Lawrence, now owned y Freeman Higgins,
and eagerly by eaid county road, together with
the buildings thereon; and whereaa *aid Pearl
H. War well, by his deed of assignment
dated the 80th day of June. a. d. 1906, and recorded in said registry of deeds, book 421.
page 186, did sell, sssign and transfer to thw
undersigned, Lelia M. Cushing, of said Bucksthe said mortgage deed, the debt therev secured, a, dull his light, title and interest oy virtue of said mortgage in and to the
real estate therein described; and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has been and
is now broken, now therefore, oy reason of
the breach of the condition thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this
notice for that purpose.
Lklia M. Cushing,
March 26, 1907.
By T. H Smith, her atty.

•15,812 .078 R4

admitted.

Of ri>BKCI.OS(JKK,
Lucv B. Raw. of

October 10. 1900*
mortgage
and recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
voi. <28. page 168, conveyed to the Eastern
Trubt & Ranking Company, of Bangor, county of Penobscot, 8tate aforesaid, a certain
parcel f real esrate. situate In said 8toningio<, and bounded as follows: Reginning on
the western Side of the highway leading up
Russ’ bill from Green's landing, so called, in
said Stonington, to Northwest Harbor, at the
corner ni de by the junction of said
highwith
fhe private
way
way leading to
the
Latter Day Saint’s church iu said
8'oningion, siid priv te way being just
southerly of Music hall, so called, said
corner heing the sou'huast corner of tha
premises heiein oescribed; thence westerly by
Siid private way one hundred feet; tbonce
north one hundred feet to the private way leading from said highway to landof Israel Baton,
said private way being northerly o« said
Music hall; thence easterly oad hundred feet
more or less by said priv ue way to said highway larding up Ruse* hill; thence southerly
one hundred feet, more or less, to thefiret
men*toned bound.
iSnd whereas, the conditions of said mortgage nave been btoken, now tnvreiore, hy reason of the breach of the conditions tb treef,
Mid Baste* n Trust A Banking Company
claims a foreclosure ot said mortgage.
Bangor. Me.. March 26,1907.
Eastern Trust A Banking Company,
By Charles A. Bailey, its attorney.

SMurttnuuntfc

commence April 22, with
85,623 15
following teachers: District 1. pri3,182 46
30,684 99
mary, Mary Chase; grammar, Blanche
Lassell; 2, Villa Flemming; 2*4, Clara Cbatto, at Freeport.
Gross assets,
•1,152,847 68
a judicious and indulgent father,
3,960 00
Miss Beatrice Turner, who has been ill Deduct items not admitted,
Day; 3, Grace Gray; 4, Mrs. V. S. Haskell;
reb will meet at the parish house Wed- husband,
the
home
of
her
at
Mrs.
an
George
excellent
and
mother,
true friend, 5, Alice Mills; 7, Addie Bates; 8, Clytie
neighbor
68
Admitted
assets,
$1,148,897
lay evening. W. Q. Sargent will give
Closson, is improving.
lk on the South, illustrated by stere- and a welcome visitor at the bedside of Jones.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1906.
The brown-tail moth is here.
M. D.
the sick, who were so often cheered by
H.
April 8.
ieon.
Chatto has been finding them on his trees Net unpaid losses,
•72.587 10
his genial presence and helpful words.
since early fall. When the nests were cut Unearned premiums,
278,176 36
r. Martin, of Bangor theological semSOUTH
BROOKSVILLE.
All
other
liabilities,
30,083 91
little
from
an
the
to
He will be greatly missed in the commueighth
worms,
open
ontingent fund voluntary set
y, preached at the Congregational
a quarter of an inch long, were very much
is dangerously ill.
He had been repeatedly elected to
00
Avery
Gray
aside uy Co,
nity.
100,000
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
He sent some nests to Orono. Cash
rch Sunday.
alive.
5t-0,000 00
capital,
the office of selectman, and his honesty
Addie Bates is visiting Mrs. V. S. Has- Nearly one-half the farms here are owned
168 051 31
ithe guests of Mrs. E. E. Philbrook
Surplus over all liabilities,
and probity of character were unques- kell.
by non-residents or men who are away
V
Sunday.
Total liabilities and surplus,
$1,148,897 68
nearly all the year.
tioned. His sound judgment was often
Gladys Black, of Cape Rozier, has been
8.
C.
pleasant social was held at the Con- appealed to by his neighbors in business
April
W.
&
L.
C.
F.
MASON,
Agents,
visiting here.
ational vestry Saturday evening, with matters.
ELL8WORTH, ME.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Jay Roper has gone to New \ ork to go
Spec.
rogramme of music, charades, etc.
April 8.
John Weed and wife have been in Rockcream, cake and home-made candy
pilot on a steamer.
COMMERCIAL UNION ASSURANCE
BLUEH1LL.
land the past week.
sonsale.
George Robertson, who has been away
CO., Ltd.,
Mrs. George L. Holden went to Boston
Miss Belle Butler is attending the nor- this winter, is at home.
W. 8. Payson will be out of town
OP LONDON, KNGLAND.
last Wednesday.
mal
school
at
Castme.
April 19 to 22. He is one of the comJohn Bakeinan and Benjamin L. Bates
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1906.
Allen Small left for New York to join a
ee to make
Miss May Maddocks, who has been ill are both on the sick list.
Real estate,
arrangements for the
yacht last Monday.
loan.
Mortgage
England dental convention in Port- some weeks, is more comfortable.
Mrs. Ellen Hayes is at home from Bos- Stocks and bonds,
Charles Orcutt, who has been in the
next October.
ton, where she has been spending the Oach in office and bank,
A ten-cent supper will be served in the woods this winter, is at home.
winter.
-gents’ balan es,
le Red Men chartered the big canoe
Bills receivable,
Congregational vestry Thursday, April 11The steamer Juliette made her first
Mrs. Charles Haskell went to Portland
Inte e-t and rents,
len Rod Friday night and steered
on
the
Misses Ma Welle Babson, Jennie Grindle landing for the' spring at Buck’s Harbor Monday to meet Capt. Haskell
Ail other assets.
schooner Susan N. Pickering.
ird the setting sun to attend a pow and
Joy Hinckley have returned to Sunday.
Gross assets.
H.
8.
at Belfast. They spent a very pleas- Colby.
April
Deduct items not admitted.
Warren Tapley has tilled the Eells store
night, arriving home about 7.30 Sathas
E.
of
and
is
with
into
the
Horton,
Cherryfleld,
George
goods
SEDGWICK.
going
grocery
Admitted assets,
17,179,301 09
iy morning.
been visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary business.
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1906.
Frank Herrick is painting for J. H.
te
Peters.
Net
losses,
#1,463,101 50
unpaid
The Epworth league had an entertain- Hooper.
graduating class of the normal
Unearned premiums,
3,952,946 08
•>1 held its first class
II. O. Ford left home last week to go All other liabilities.
Miss Hittie McIntyre, who recently re- ment at Eells hall Wednesday night, for
158.093 59
meeting last
i. The vote was unanimous for a
1.605,159 92
yachting.
surplus over all liabilities,
trip turned from a visit to Boston, has entered the benefit of the church.
from Stoninghas
moved
Cousins
John
Washington, D. C., at the close of the the Castine normal school.
Total liabilities and suplus,
$7,179,301 09
Erastus Cousins, one of the town’s old- ton to his home here.
ol. Class officers elected: President,
O. W. TAFLKY, A sent,
Dr. George A. Phillips, of Bar Harbor, est citizens, died Sunday, April 7, aged
W. A. Buckminster arrived home from
ME.
ELLSWORTH,
Naah; vice-president, Mias Anna has been engaged by James A. Garfield eighty-three years. lie was in both army Machiasport Saturday.
dwell; secretary, Miss Delano; treas- post to deliver the Memorial Day address. and navy during the rebellion. He leaves
Miss Grace Friend returned to her school
Miss Marshall,
in Hanson, Mass., last week.
banking.
The junior Endeavor society gave a two sons, Jacob and William, both of this
ml 8.
G.
Fred Bridges has purchased the Philsupper in the Baptist chapel April 4, for place.
road.
the
Sargentville
lips house on
C.
April 8-the benefit of the Chinese famine fund.
NORTH CASTINK.
The cutter Woodbury effected a passage
The receipts were |B.70.
the reach on Monday, and steamer
through
E- K. Domansky is ill.
HAKBORS1DE.
Is what your money will earn il
Pemaquid succeeded Thursday in making
Araline Wardwell i* recovering
her landings along the route.
invested in shares ol the
David Gray ia working in Milo.
the
illfrom
home
Somerville, Man., by
toe grip.
H.
April 1.
Capt. J. S. Blake sold a cow to Valerius
ness of her mother, Mrs. Hattie Osgood,
“
Margaret Conner U tbe guest of has resumed her
Black.
of
at
BROOKSVILLE.
NORTH
organist
position
Joseph Perkins.
Mrs. Alvarado Gray arrived home from
the Baptist church.
H. D. Young has sold his mare Kitty to
«• Eflie and
A NKW 8EKIE8
have
Amy Dodge
gone
James B. Gray.
Mrs. Rodney Osgood, who was ill in Massachusetts Friday.
is now open. Shares, SI each; monthly ‘payiiut where they have
James and Ormand Staples leave this
employment.
Winfield Gray and wife are rejoicing
New York during the winter and arrived
merits, SI per share.
! morning for New York.
n«y Webster, who is employed ss home about two months ago, is still con- over the birth of a boy.
1. Gray has purchased a two-yearHarry
the steamer Both, came home ill fined to the house. She
greatly appreWHY PAY RENT
Jesse and Thomas Gray are working on old colt of William Stover.
when you can borrow on your
ciates the kindness of the members of the Blake cottage at Castine.
A. A. Goodell has .been in Windham, Vt.f
shares, give a first mortgage and
Conner left last week for Quincy Mountain Rebekah lodge in sending her s
on business.
reduce it every mouih? Monthly
John 8. Blake is getting his launch the past week,
Miss Lila Perkins, of Warren, Mass., is
payments Mid interest together
Mass., to Join the steam yacht beautiful bouquet of hyacinths on Easter Juanita ready ffr the season.
will amount to but little more
dah.
visiting her father, C. H. Perkins.
morning.
than you are now paying for
|
C.
M.
arrived
last
week
with
leave
this
Gray
Gapt.
Bernice and Anna Perkins
M.
rent, aud In about ten years you
-1 Wardwell is at home from a coastApril 8.
will
a fare of fish from Isle au Haul.
morning to attend the academy at BlueBip in the schooner Mentor, Cept.
hill.
OWH Y9UR OWN HOME.
Schools begin April 22. Miss Clytie
NORTH BLUEHLLL.
iHanson.
Alvah Green has gone to Belfast to cook
Fort particulars inquire of
»les and William
Alice M. Wescott returned Saturday to Jones will teach again at district Mo. 8.
for the crew that is repairing the steamer
Hkvky W. Cushman, Sec’y,
Varnum, of OrOrlando Howard is making repairs on Ruth.
*ir»l NefiBank Bldg.
risited their sister, Mrs. Daniel Augusta, wheie she is teaching.
C.
A. W. King. President.
1.
8.
He
No.
will
work
schoolbouse
at
April
last
to,
begin
week.
Charles F. Wescott, who is employed in
Wallace Conner left Tuesday to Join Ellsworth ss blacksmith, spent Sunday Dark Harbor this week.
SDbmiatnunM.
lore Condon,
Schooner Maria L. Davis, loaded with
Ospt. William Sellers, with his parents.
•lor New York.
Mrs. Mary Treworgy returned home last telephone poles for Sargentville, is here
rW A. Grindle has
where she awaiting the departure of the ice.
gone to New week from West Brooksville,
to assist in
Frank Manson arrived home last week,
getting the gasoline spent the winter with her brothers.
worked for the past eleven months
“odger ready for the summer,
Mrs. F. S. Qrindle left Saturday for having
at Duncan Dunbar’s, Castine. He will
t NeUie
Hutchins is at home from Brockton, Mass., called there by the seriloapital in Bangor. Indications are ous illness of her mother, who had the go to New Haven, Conn., shortly to

the

N«»TI©”|C

Bonington,
WBKRRAS,
county of HAncock. State of Maine, by
her
died. d»>ed

poison

^ILarbor,

intinahas returned from
once Sawyer
she has been employed
thud, where
winter.
, past
L, James Norton and Jno. Grow
last week and secured liIt to Bangor
boats.
gate run naphtha
last week from
returned
UbeoCasb
the State, where he
northern part of
all winter.

SLrflal Xotict*,

The News—No Pure Drug Cough Cure Laws
! would be ne ded, If all Cough Cures were like
Dr. Mhoop’s Cough Cure is—and hits been for
20 years. The National Law now requires
that if
poisons enter into a cough mixand will go out as soon as the wind ! lure, it any
must be printed on the label or package.
changes.
For this reason mothers, and others, should
Mrs. J. Cunningham, who has been I insist on having Dr. Hhoop’s Cough Cure. No
marks on Dr. Shoop’s labels—and none
very ill for some weeks, has so far recov- in the
medicine, else it must by law be on the
ered as to be able to sit up a portion of label. And it’s not only safe, but it is said to
be by those that know ft best, a truly remark
each day.
aWe cough remedy. Take no chance, particuwith your children. Insist on having
larly
Lydia Young came home from Dangor Dr. Sboou’s
Cough Cure. Compare carefully
last week to keep house for her brother, i ‘be Dr. shoop
package with others and see
Dexter Young. Their father and Mrs. No poison marks there! Yon can always be
; on the safe side by
Dr. Shoop’s
will
their home with Cant. John j Cough Cure* Simply demanding
Young
refuse to accept any
Torrey, whom they have undertaken to other. Sold by Q. A. Pakchbr.
support for the remainder of his life.

j

subscriber,
of the State
THEresiding
Commonwealth of
out

Susan Frances Goodwin,
of Maine, viz.:

Lynn,
Massachusetts,
hereby gives notice that she has been duly
appointed executrix of the last will and testa*
ment of Melvin W. Goodwin, late of Lynn, in

at

the countv of Essex, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs, and that she has appointed
Curtis R. Foster, of Ellsworth, Maine, her
agent in the State of Maine, os the law directs.
Ail persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

Susan Francks Goodwin,
262 So. Common St., Lynn, Mass.
March 5. 1907.

ritHE subscriber hereby gives notice that
A he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of Thomas M. Pierce, late
of Lamoine, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.

March 27, 1907.

George E. Pierce.

subsetlber hereby gives notice that
they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament of Abby H.
Buck, late of
Orland, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Charlotte L. Brewster.
March 26,1907. Albert R. Book.

THE

required

subscriber

hereby gives, notice ti*M
he has been dnly appointed adminisTHE
tratrr of the estate of Alice B.

Warren,
late of Bncksport, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds aa the law
direct*. All persons having demands against
the

estate of said deceased are desired to presame for settlement, and all indebted
are requested to make payment im-

the
thereto
sen:

mediately.

March 2V H*7.

William M,

Bradley.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
it has been duly appointed executor of
the last will and testament of Andrew J.
late of Orland, in the county of
[ancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement,
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

THE
iordan.

payment immediately.

Mbbrill Trust Cq.,
j
By Edwin Q. Merrill, President.
Bangor. March SO, 1907.

ri^HE subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed adminA.
istratrix de bonis non of tne estate of William
8. Newman, late of Treinon’, in
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs. All persona
aving demands against the estate of sui<l deceased are desired to present the sam> for
settlement, and all indebted thereto art renmVe pay.ti*»t>t immediately.
Eliza W. Nkw.v \n.
April 10 1907.

Eiven

subscriber hereby gives notice that
'|*HE
he has been duly appointed admini-trai
of* the estate of Philip Moore, late of

ior

of Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock deceased, and given bonds as the law directs All persons having demands against the
•state of said deceased are desired to present
the -»ame for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Henry C. Moors,
April 10. 1907-

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed art ministrator of the estate of 8usan Stubbs, late
of Bncksport, in the county of Hancock, doceased, and given bonds as the law directsAll persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
t'-e same for settlement, and alt indebted
thereto are requested to mate payment immediately.
Tbkooobk H. Smith.
April 10, 1907.

THE

subscriber hereby gives notic e that
he has been dnly appointed administrator of the estete of Elisha Q. Hatch, lateof Orland, ik the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directsAll persona having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

THE

mediately.
April 10,1907.

Gilman G. Hatch.

AMERICAN ADS

PAY BEST
TRY

ONE

jtnt»rmrtu».
Tti»rmnu>.
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AMERICAN OFFICERS OF HIGH RANK
AND OTHERS ENDORSE PE-RU
Vhcii Other Remedies Falks
__-

Proved

People RecomRemedy

Prominent

Hon. Cleo. W.

iln and

c,u„"

A Remedy for the Grip.
W. H. Parson*, 925 H St., X. W.,
■Washington, D. C., writes as follows:
“Upon the recommendation of personal friends and many strong testimonials
to the efficacy of Peruna in the treatment of the numerous symptoms of the
for
grip with which I have !>cen aifeotod
four months past, I have !k*cii induced
this

’e-ru-oa,

friend

of her veteran

brigade

in
to

cavalry

a

•hronlc.

C.,

Recommends Pe-ru-na
to the Afflicted.

as

iOen.

Brig. Gen. D. T.
Kirby, Washington, D.
C., writes concerning
Peruna, as follows:
••Friends of mine having used \

your Peruna catarrh cure with
good results, lam Impressed with
Its curative qualities, and can recommend it to those who are at•
fllcted.”

colds in the hesd and throat.
been able to fully cure myself
of a most severe attack in forty-eight
honrs by its nse according to directions.
“I use it as a preventive whenever
threatened with an attack.
“Members of my family also nse il
for like ailments.
for

___

DEAFNESS CAUSED BY CATARRHRELIEVED BY PE-RU-NA.

to

oui

COUNTY NEWS.

of

Sedgwick, Bluehill

and Brook tin,

was

vinced Peruna is a medicine which will
effect all that Is claimed for its use.”
Those desirous of obtaining special
directions with regard to the use of
Peruna should write to I>r. H. B. Hartman, President of the Hartman Sani1
tarium, Columbus, Ohio.

comparatively

and benefits in almost all cases?
caused
“My own little personal experience of being relieved of deafness,
afflicted to Just try
by a siege of catarrh, warrants me in advising all the
Peruna.”

cures,

COUNTY NEWS.

Veter

tee

other pager

in

town last

ments for

a

week.

meeting

positions In Knight Tempk
Order, was a Mason sit
1R66, Judge of County Court, Clinti
Mo., and also County Collector

the

Masonic

Clinton. He writes:
“A sluggish liver which I had h<
troubled with for two years midel
miserable and I was unable to attend
my business half tlie time. 1 Ud
energy, had headache most of theta
and my food distressed me and did I
seem to do me a particle of good.
“•leading of the ninny cares |
formed by Pernna, I decided to to]
bottle. Before I had taken mnny da
i I felt better.
| “I took it as dir c:ed for two mos
I when I was a well man.”

COUNTY NEWS.

Ralph Waldo Emerson school at Newton
Upper Falls, Mass.
Henry Grindle has tiken the contract

He made arrangenJiHUfmat fount V Sew*, tee other page*
fr
at North Sedgwick
to lath the large new cottage on Parker’s
for the examination of teachers for this
BROOKUN.
SEDGWICK..
Point, Bluehill.
tow-n, on April 15.
will leave to-day tor
Cousins
Lucius
The Hillside circle is making preparaHerbert H. Hale has sold his stock to
The drama given at Riverside hall Wed- \
Boston.
tions (or a drama.
well attended.
Albert Conary and Washington Redman
nesday evening was
Mrs. Martha Gray has returned from and intends soon to go to Boston.
Miss Belle T. Smith returned to Hebron Twenty-one dollars was realized. Cake
and coffee were served. There was a dance Kennebnnkport.
academy last Monday.
The schooner Teresa D. Baker and one
Mrs. Belle Blake spent a lew days in other sand vessel have been
lying at anCapt. H. D. Lane and wife visited rela- at the close.
last
week.
Rockland
H.
8.
April
tives in Rockport last week.
chor tor several days in Harriman’s cove.
Mrs. Augusta Staples is visiting her
Mrs. L. J. Sylvester and daughter Lillian
John Pervear, now of Goose Cove, visNORTH SEDGWICK.
daughter in Rockland.
returned from Boston Friday.
ited his relatives here last Wednesday, reMiss Esther Carter visited friends in
A. E. Farnsworth opened his clam fac- turning Saturday. His sister, Nellie PerC. A. Holden took a trip to Portland Bluehill last week.
tory at Center Harbor last week.
vear, returned with him.
Monday, returning yesterday.
Mrs. C. H. Allen and her sister, Fbye
Xknophon.
Otis Trundy, who has been in MassachuApril 8.
Misa Alice Toney, of North Sedgwick,
Carter, went to Addison Tuesday.
setts the past two years, ia in town.
is working for Mrs. E. J. Byard.
WEST BROOKUN.
Edna Pert, of Sedgwick, is with her
Mrs. Frank Cole ia at home from BosThe rite of baptism was administered to
sister. Sirs. Lizzie Pierce, for a few weeks. ton, where she has spent the winter.
A son was born to Delmont Carter and
two candidates Sunday morning.
1.
Miss Esther M. Allen, who has spent
Foes Cunningham has moved back from wife, April
Congratulations are being extended the winter in Melrose, Mass., returned
S. E. McFarland, of Brooklin, was here
Stonington, where he has been employed.
Bev. C. C. Koch and wife. It is a boy.
home Saturday.
on business.
Mrs. Turner, of Portland, who has been Wednesday
Mias Bernice Lancaster, who has been
Mrs. Edith H. Hartwell announces the at
Otis rrnndy, who has been away about
W.
H.
returned
home
Freetbey’s,
SaturQapt.
boms
at J. H. Lancaster’s, returned
engagement of her daughter Marguerite to-day.
two years, oame home Saturday.
day.
E. to Fay L. Bunker, of Walpole, Maas.
The storm of Saturday broke the ice up
Mrs. Frank Jones and son, who have
Mrs. O. W. Kenney and little son Merle
Mias Jennie Carter, of North Sedgwiek,
been visiting friends in town, have re- so that Eggemoggin reach is dear.
leave for Sorrento to-morrow to visit her and Albert
Friend, of Bluehill Falla, were turned to Rockland.
Henry and Clark Bridges have gone to
brother, Frank L. Trendy.
married at Sedgwick March SO, by Rev. C.
Alfred Freethey and Mias Maude Willey, South Surry, where they are building a
who
have
L.
and
Arthur
family,
Sargent
Koch. They have the beat wishes of their
who were called here by the death of fish weir.
been with bis sister, Mrs. Staples, have friends.
Austin Freethey, returned to Yonkers, N.
Sterling Carter, who has been in Ellsgone housekeeping in Mrs. B. P. Stanley’s
Mrs. Malinda Carter went to the Easthouse on the Brooklin side of the river.
worth earing (or his brother, Lake Carter,
Y., to-day.
ern Maine hospital last week, was opercame home Wednesday.
Uke FKtnca.
April 9.
Mrs. J. D. Allen and little granddaugh- ated
upon, and is getting along nicely.
B.
April 8.
ter Violet went to Sooth Penobscot Satur- Mrs. Berths
her sister, is taking
Orcutt,
NORTH BROOKUN.
day, to spend some weeks with Mrs. Al- care of two of her children.
BLUEHILL
FALLS.
lan’s daughter, Mrs. 8. Brainard Condon.
Mrs. Imogene Bickford, of South BlueBab.
April 8.
Alden Conary is finishing his ell.
Frank McGouldrick, of Cherryfield, the
hiU, is teaching No. 7 school1.
new supervisor of schools for the towns
Susie Wood is at Bluehill with her
SARGENTVILLK.
H. D. Dow went to Stonington WednesMrs. Maria Wood is visiting friends at day to get his season’s supply of gasoline. cousin, E. M. Dow.
SSMuttiscmnita.
I. W. Dow was called to Surry Thursday,
Sunshine.
Mrs. Gelestia Seavey visited her daughMrs.
in
last his lather being very ill.
of the schooner 8. G.
William

tor additional County

James J. Os horn, 623 Wahsatch At
Colds Colorado SpriDgs, Colo., has filled

Convinced of Pe rune's Merit.
Brig. Gen. J. Floyd King, Washington, D. C., writes:
“I unhesitatingly state that I am con-

*

prompt efficacy.”

Kidney Trouble. Coughs.

and Catarrh.
A. T. Hawley, 1838 85th 8t., N.
W., Washington, D. C'., writes:
“I hare need Pernna and find It very
beneficial lor kidney trouble, and especially good for coughs, colds and catarrhal trouble.”

as

good

i

T

Gen.

M. Legg, writes from the Savings Bank Building, ^ ashington,
follows:
“I take pleasure in endorsing the many recommendations I have heard
of so
and read of Peruna, because of having had knowledge of the truth
many of them.
“We always tell our sick and ailing friends of the remedies that we have
the same way,
learned, from experience, were good for us when ailing in
and we do it as a duty we feel that we owe them.
we can when we
“Why is it any the less our duty to advise all the people
inexpensive remedy that makes many
and
know of a

Gen. W. W. Duffield, Washington,
D. C., writes:
“I have used Peruna in my family
and have found it a valuable medicine
and take pleasure in recommending it
to all who suffer from catarrh of the
stomach or who require a tonic of

friends.”

ror

Gen. A.

D. C.,

For Catarrh of the Stomach.

“I have

It

coon. ;

Sufferers.*

Lanham, Md., as follows:
An Invlforatlnl Tonic.
“Though somewhat averse to patent
Rear-Admiral Hichborn, U. S. Navy,
medicines, and still more averse to becoming a professional affidavit man, it Washington, D. C., writes:
“After the use of Peruna for a abort
seems only a plain duty in the present
instance to add my experience to the period, I can now cheerfully recomcolumns already written concerning the mend your valuable remedy to any one
who is in need of an invigorating
enrative powers of Peruna.
“I have been particularly benefited by tonic.”

recommending

a

my request you proscribed
of the Peruna remedies,whic
closely foil.wed, and am happy to
merits
its
as
to
Used Pe-ru-na—Satisfied
tluit my rheumatism and com
I jK>rt
—Recommends It to All
cated ailments are subdued, and 1 it
young again at the age of ®
S. 8. Yoder, 203 Md. Are., N. K„ Wash- ;
“Reason will accept your elaadfleatjo
of catarrhal diseases as scientific u
iagton, I>. C., writes:
*
true, and the Peruna remedies u
•<I desire to May that I have found Peruna
standard treatment for them. 1 thu
to be a wonderful remedy. I only used It for
satisfied
am
and
I a short time
thoroughly
you heartily for your skilled and h|
cal advice."
f as to Its merits. I shall gladly recommend
T It to all sufferers.”
Eqlays Renewed Health and strati
I
r-

Butler, of South Carolina,

Chaa. W. Bowman, 1st Lieut, and Adjt.
4th M. 8. M. Cav. Vols., writes from

are

taking

At

Colds In the Head and Throat.

“We

After

course

“I can recommend Peruna for dyspepala and stomach trouble.
“1 have been using your medicine for
• short period and 1 feel very much relieved.
“It is indeed a wonderful medicine,
and besides a good tonic.”

use

conataat

•hronlo rheumatism and the
tdjn
live complications for many
yein.g
tfter having received many
anil special treatments with
only*
porary relief, I read your Hieid
treatise ou catarrhal diseases.

four-

follows:

its

wae

Peruna, Capt. Nelson writes:
“Having hecn painfully afflicted*

Pe-ru-na a Good Tonic.
T>.

malady

persistent, inducing the developnnj
ither ailments, which also

efficacy.”

Washington,

This

Jam.

year war, may accept this voluntary
testimonial to the merit of Peruna from
a sense of obligation for its wonderful

Gen. M. C.
writes from

W

engineer,whS
ArmydiriaT,

[S^5PE*--^r7iv

Texas, where
command a
in

Nelson, Dayton,

;eolcgtst and raining
,'aptain in the Federal
-ivil War, contracted a case of
ihej*

tion.

“My numerous

a Standard
Treats** 1
r,
Catarrhal Diseases.

Mr. John C.

justly

celebrated formula.
••I feel a decided change for the better
by its use for one week only, especially
Intoning up the stomach, and a consequent decided effect upon my appetite.
“I therefore feel much encouraged that
I am on the road to complete restora-

I have had the honor

R,

ollows:
“1 cannot too highly
r-e„ram
>reparation for the relief of
*
rouble* In their varlotu
varlmi. form.
forma
“Some members of nr
own fIM1
lave used It with moat er.ni...
gratify^,
mlts.
“When other remedies failed
p~_
iroved most etneacluiis and I
cheer
ierttfy to its curative excellences

Gen.

treatment of

0,

Ex-Q. Master General

rexae.G.A.R., writes fr01a »
itreet, N. E.f Washington, D e^*
•>

Dr. Hartman’s World Renowned Catarrh Medicine.

a

* *

iin

Pe-ru-na.

undergo

Honey, Xatio.,

»inU.V.r„E*-rhaplala4t”lfH
Cavalry, Ex-Treas. SUte

mend the

to

«.

Efncsclou*.

_

_

_*

§

tt

Additional Count v

Fount,*** mho* page*

Pay

is that she is much more coma victim
of indigestion and
stomach troubles and the fatal ailments that spring from these causes.
It is not the acute attacks of disease

Capts. W. P. Kent and W. J. Newman
started last week fishing.
Miss Grace Dolliver isat work at Clark’s
Point for Mrs. Henry Clark.
Mrs. M. E. Moore, who has spent the
winter in Massachusetts, is at home.
School began Monday, taught by Miss
Helen Sawyer, o( Southwest Harbor, who
will board with Mrs. M. E. Moore.
Last week Samuel Moore was surprised
a visit from a cousin of hia whom he
had never seen—Welch Moore, of Prospect
Harbor. He came here with hia two sons
in a thirty-foot
naphtha dory. Mr.
Moore was here fifty-five years ago with
his mother. He was then a little boy of

by

seven.

The new hennery of C. E. Metcalf ft Co.
is now a pleasing sight, with the cunning
little ten-days-old chicks which arrived
from Medfield, Maas., April 1. One hundred were sent, and only four died on the
way, but some of them seemed to be
seasick, and have only just got steady
on their legs.
They are accommodated in
two brooders.
Dolly.
April 8.
_

OTTER CREEK.
Mrs. George Grover is recovering from
the grip.
Frank Davis, who has been very ill, is
about again.
Flora Tripp, who has been in Boston all
winter, is at home.

home

monly

Miss Jennie Young, who has been employed at Capt, J. N. Sargent’s, returned
to Sedgwick April 7.
Sim.
April 8.

last week.

_

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Ernest Richardson
last week.

Stonington

Bronchial Troubles

ance

that influence the insurance examiners alone, but the constant feelings
of weakness, headache, indigestion
and stomach trouble. These things,
physicians say, kill more people than

Joseph Gott,

visited friends here

Readily Yield

Soothing, Healing
Treatment of Hyomel.
to

Bronchial troaoles are purely local.
be helped by stomach

They cannot
dosing. They

caused by irritation
in the air passages and can be relieved
and cured by medicated air alone. In
this lies the secret of the great sucare

with wood.
April 8.

Winfred Bracy, who has employment at
Orono, spent last week at home. Friday
night be gave a party to about forty of his

Crumbs.
_

MANSET.
ClementB A Lawton have finished
power boat (or Samuel Landlord.

friends.

a

Franklin Smith returned to Bucksport
last week (or the spring term at the

seminary.

Miss Luella E. Walls and Clarence Richardson were married at the church Sunday afternoon by the pastor, Rev. A. M.
MacDonald.

April

in (ant

8.

O. Jacobson and (*.»orgeS. ?a
employed at Northeast Harbor#
»V. (.'aadage.
A. J. Somes, of Frye burg academy,i
A.

been at home

las

seek, returned
April 8.

to

on

vacation of

a

Fryeburg to-daj.

£Urfjrrti9tmnii&

RELIEF FROM

CONSTI PATIO
S T O M A 0

TROUBLE
8IOK HEADACN
Medway. Me.. AutVn™
"I have received great bentnt*
he true ’L. P.' Atwood * BlttW
roo aider them excellent for
roubles, conatipation and
‘Che.” Your* truly, B. I. "1*™
You can always depend onj»
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